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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The generation of sound by a source of light was investigated

experimentally more then one hundred years ego by Bell,) who come to the

conclusion that "sonorousness, under the influence of intermittent light, is

a property common to all matter". Bell's experiment resulted in the

construction of a "photophone" or apparatus for the production of sound by

light. Bell's invention of the photophone was neglected for many years, but

recently it has received more attention because new developments in high

power laser technology make this type of sound generation more suitable

for practical applications. There is an obvious advantage to opto-acoustic

generation of sound: it does not require any physical transducer in the

medium in which one wants to generate sound. This unique property of

laser-induced sound has prompted intensive research in the post twenty

years in various fields such as nondestructive testing, molecular

spectroscopy, and sonar applications to name only a few. Tam 2 lists more

then 400 references on laser-induced sound and Pierce's recent

bibliography3 on the some subject is more then twelve pages long.

There are several ways to produce sound with a laser. The most

common mechanisms of optical to acoustical transduction are, by order of

d, increasing efficiency, electrostriction, thermal expansion, surface

evaporation, explosive boiling and optical breakdown. Electrostriction is

.. ' . . . . . . . . ...
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the result of polarization of molecules due to the electromagnetic input in

the medium. The polarization of molecules induces changes in density and

therefore produces sound which propagates in the medium. The thermal

mechanism relies on heating of the medium by the laser. Changes in

temperature produce changes in density and subsequently an acoustic wave.

Surface evaporation may occur if the energy density of the laser at the

point of impact on the medium is sufficiently high. In this case momentum

transferred into the medium generates a sound wave. At even higher energy

densities, it is possible to have bubble formation in the medium, and the

collapse of the bubbles radiates noise. Finally, for extremely high laser

energy densities, such as in the case of a focused high power laser, a very

hot plasma is formed locally around impurities in the liquid and "rapidly

expanding cavities appear in the focal region, followed by shock wave

propagation, cavity deceleration, localized cavitation, and eventual bubble

collapse."4 This is known as sound generation by optical breakdown. The

earliest experimental detections of laser-induced sound were reported in

1963.5,6

In this study, we restrict our attention to the specific mechanism of

thermal expansion. A sound source which relies on heating of the medium by

a light source is referred to as a thermoacoustic source (TS) or

optoacoustic antenna. Most thermoacoustic sources are created by shining a

laser into a medium (usually water). The intensity of the laser is amplitude

modulated at a fixed frequency so that it induces a periodic heating of the

medium and therefore a fluctuation of density. This in turn generates an

acoustic wave whose frequency is equal to the frequency at which the

2



loser intensity is modulated. The wave equation describing the sound field

of a lossless medium containing heat sources was first derived by Ingard.7

A few years later Westervelt and Larson5 showed theoretically that very

directive sound beams of low frequency can be achieved by exploiting the

thermoacoustic conversion of energy in water. The first experimental

verifications of the directional properties of thermoacoustic sources were

made by Muir, Culbertson and Clynch,9 who confirmed the validity of the

theoretical model. As expected, the efficiency of the conversion of

electromagnetic energy into acoustic energy was found to be very small (of

the order of 10-6) and they concluded that, "for potential applications of

practical interest, (...) megawatts of optical power would probably be

required in the megahertz frequency region, with gigawatts of power

required in the kilohertz region, and terawatts of power necessary in the

low audio band." This low efficiency barrier was investigated in detail by

Soviet physicists and they showed 0 ,11,12  that motion of the TS is

expected to significantly increase the peak amplitude of the thermoacoustic

signal, especially for a source moving at velocities close to the speed of

sound for the medium. Such high source velocities are easily achieved

experimentally. Since there is no physical transducer in the medium, drag

force and flow noise are non-existent.

The main objective of the present study is to investigate the basic

physical properties of a laser-induced TS and to extend the results to the

case of a moving thermoacoustic source (MTS). Previous studies of MTS

have been limited by experimental apparatus. They are also restricted to

ferfield radiation, and theoretical models generally break down when the

i. 3



MTS is moving at a velocity close to the speed of sound in the medium. The

sophisticated experimental apparatus used in our investigation yielded very

clean thermoacoustic signals. The theoretical study is based on a new

approach which provides information about the nearfield of a TS and about

the acoustic signature when the source is moving at transonic velocity.

The experimental apparatus is described in the second chapter of this

study. A detailed analysis of a stationary TS, both theoretical and

experimental, is presented in the third chapter. The theoretical approach is

to obtain the impulse response of a TS. The time domain approach is used

because it can be very easily extended to the case of a TS moving at any

velocity, including at transonic velocity. It also yields some interesting

results about the nearfield. Diffraction effects due to the finite width of

the laser beam are also discussed in this third chapter, and the comparison

between theory and experiment is shown for pressure waveforms,

directivity patterns and spreading curves.

The fourth chapter deals with thermoacoustic radiation by a moving

source, both theoretically and experimentally. In addition to presenting

pressure waveforms, directivity patterns and spreading curves, for

subsonic, transonic and supersonic source velocities, we investigate the

dependence of the thermoacoustic sound level on source velocity.

Chapter five is an analysis of the Doppler shift of a moving source. The

aim is to understand certain farfield approximations often made in the case

of a transonic source. Specifically, we derive in this chapter an expression

for the Doppler shift which is valid whether the angle of observation

between the source and the receiver is fixed or a function of time.

4
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The mein conclusions of this study are given In the lost chapter along

with ideos about possible theoreticol and experimentol work that would be

interesting to develop in the future.



CHAPTER II

EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS

The experimental apparatus involved in our study of moving

thermoacoustic sources consisted basicelly of a high power loser, a means

of deflecting the beam so that motion of the source over a water surface

could be achieved, and a receiving and analyzing system. A block diagram of

the experimental system is shown in Fig. 1, and a description of the main

components of the system is given below. More information on the

experimental apparatus can be found in reference 13.

A. Laser

The loser used in this study was designed end built by Apollo Losers.

It is the some loser described in reference 14 . Figures 2 and 3, which are

taken from reference 14, show the components of the modulated loser

system. The laser head assembly consists of an interchangeable rod, either

(Neodymium) Nd:glass or ruby. Optical pumping of the rod is achieved by a

floshlemp, and the wavelength of the light emitted by the laser is 1.06 Rm

(infrared) for Nd:glass and 0.6943 Vm (red) for ruby light. The laser beam

is polarized in order to achieve modulation of its intensity. The polarizing
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I

element is a Brewster stack in the case of the Nd:glass rod and a

calcite prism analyzer in the case of the ruby rod. The loser cavity is

formed as usual by a 100% reflective back mirror and an output front

mirror whose coating depends on the optical wavelength being emitted.

The laser is used in the conventional non-Q-switched mode so that its

output is a series of very short (20-100 ns) Gaussian pulses, characteristic

of the normal modes distributed statistically in space and time. The

envelope of the laser pulse is denoted 10(t), and the equivalence between a

modulated uniform pulse and a modulated series of dense random spikes has

been established in reference 9.

In order to achieve periodic heating of the column of water being

illuminated by the laser beam, one has to modulate the intensity of the

laser beam. The modulation is achieved by a Pockels cell and a prism

analyzer. The principle of the modulation of the laser is shown in Fig. 4.

When a voltage is applied to the electrodes of the Pockels cell, it rotates

the plane of polarization of the light passing through it by an amount which

is nonlinearly related to the applied voltage. The prism analyzer is a

polarizer with a fixed plane of polarization and the relationship between

the transmitted light intensity I(t) and the incident light intensity 10(t) is

given by

(t) = 1o(t) sin2 ('V/2Vlb) (2.1)

where V is the voltage applied to the Pockels cell and V,/2 is the

10
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half-wave voltage of the modulation system. Typical peak values of V are

7.0 kV when using the Nd:glass rod and 4.5 kV when using the ruby rod. If

the voltage V is chosen to be a triangular function of time with an

amplitude of V112 ut/r , as indicated in Fig. 4(b), the resulting modulation

yields a transmitted intensity of the form

I(t) 0.5 10(t) ( I - cos WOt) (2.2)

The amplitude modulation of the laser intensity is expected to achieve 8

periodic heating of the column of water being illuminated by the laser

beam, and therefore periodic changes in density, and subsequently sound at

a frequency f0=u0 /2(. The normalized envelope lo(t) of the laser intensity

in the experiment is adequately described by

10(t) = (10.8 t/cp) exp(-5.0 t/cp) (2.3)

where tp is the laser pulse duration. The specifications of the modulated

laser system are given in Table I, reprinted from reference 14 The

average laser pulse duration varies between 0.75 ms and 1.25 ns. The laser

can deliver up to 5 joules, and in most experiments the laser beam was

focused so that the spot diameter on the surface of the water was about

I cm. The triangular signal used to monitor the modulation of the laser

intensity was provided by an Exact model 126 signal generator, and the

modulation frequency focould be varied between 5 kHz and 80 kHz. The

repetition rate of the laser pulse was limited to four pulses per minute

12
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TABLE I

MODULATED LASER SYSTEM SPECIFICATIONS

RUBY Nd:GLASS

Optical wavelength (jim) 0.6943 1.06

Unmodulated output 25 J 30 J

energy (J) / power (kW) 25 kW 30 kW

Modulated output 5 J 5 J

energy (J) / power (kW) 5 kW 5 kW

Pulse duration (ms) 1 ms ! ms

Modulation frequency (kHz) 5 to 80 5 to 80

deam divergence (mrad) 1.7 2.2

S.1
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because of the time constant needed to charge the capacitors of the laser

power supply.

B. Experimental set-up

The experiments were conducted at Applied Research Laboratories,

The University of Texas at Austin (ARL:UT) in its 18.29 m x 4.57 m x 3.66 m

(60 ft x 15 ft x 12 ft) fresh water tank. Figures 5 and 6 show the mechanical

arrangements for the experiment. The laser is mounted on a table near the

water tank. Shock mounts are used to prevent mechanical vibrations which

occur after the laser discharge, from being transmitted to the water. After

deflection of 900 by a total internal reflection prism, the laser beam

passes through a pipe to a rotating mirror. There are three major reasons

for using a pipe on the light path: (1) it is obviously safer as far as eye

damage is concerned; (2) the rotating mirror can be mounted directly on the

pipe rather then on the ceiling so that alignment problems are simplified;

and (3) it provides a rigid support where optical lenses can be installed in

order to focus the laser beam to the desired size on the surface of the

water.

C. Rotating mirror

The rotating mirror was procured by Lincoln Laser Company. The

specifications are given in Table II. Special attention was given to

environmental conditions such as relative humidity (77% in the tank room)

14
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TABLE I I

SPECIFICATIONS FOR THE ROTATING MIRROR SYSTEM

Mirror substrate material: aluminum and thorium I louride

Number of f acets: 6

Circumscribed circle diameter: 15.2 cm, (6 in.)

Facet width: 3.2 cm (1.25 in.)

Facet length: 7.6 cm (3 in.)

Surface flatness: 1/4 optical wavelength

Surface ref lectivity: 82 Xat 0.6943 V&m

88 X at 1.06 Vam

Speed of rotation: 150 - 3500 rpm ±0.1 X

Linear source speed: zMach 0.1 to Mach 2.6

17
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and dust accumulation. The rotational speed of the mirror was adjustable

between 150 and 4500 rpm so that source velocities on the water surface

could be varied between M z 0.1 and M Z 2.6, where M is the Mach number of

the source with respect to the sound speed in water. The stability of the

angular velocity of the rotating mirror was given to be ± 0.1 % between 150

and 3500 rpm, i.e., between M Z 0.1 and M - 2. In this design the source

velocity on the water surface is not truly constant because the angle the

beam makes with the water is not constanti.e., the laser beam is not

always perpendicular to the water surface. It is estimated that the error

Av/v , where v is the source velocity, is less than 3 1 at Mach I , and

decreased with lower Mach number. It was also estimated that the

maximum tilt angle of the thermoacoustic source in water was less than E°

at Mach 1 and decreased with lower Mach number. This estimate takes into

account the refraction of the laser beam at the air-water interface. A

detailed discussion is given in Appendix A, where it is shown that these

secondary effects can safely be ignored.

D. Synchronization

The firing of the laser must be synchronized with the angular

* position of the rotating mirror so that the laser beam is deflected to a

known and repeatable position on the surface of the water. One way to know

the angular position of the rotating mirror is to use a light emitting diode

(LED) and a phototransistor, both combined in a small reflective transducer.

When the light beam emitted by the LED is perpendicular to a facet of the

1
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mirror, it is reflected to the phototransistor and an electrical impulse of a

few microseconds duration is produced. When the mirror rotates at

constant speed, the reflective transducer delivers a series of short

impulses giving an indication of the angular position of the mirror. Any one

of these impulses may be delayed in time and used to trigger the firing of

the laser. A digital circuit has been designed and built in order to compute

the required time delay to trigger the laser at the appropriate time. A

photograph of the laser rotation firing controller circuit is shown in Fig. 7.

The manually controlled settings in the firing control circuit are a

set of three dip switches (DS). The input to the circuit is a pair of analog

signals provided by two LED/phototransistor reflective transducers located

in the rotating mirror housing. Outputs of the firing control circuit include

signals from connectors labeled "T.P.A.", "OUTPUT", and "FIRE". The fire

signal is a pulse of approximatively 100 js duration and amplitude of

12 volts to trigger the discharge of the capacitors used to fire the laser.

The T.P.A signal is a series of impulses delivered by the

LED/phototransistor. It can be used to accurately check the mirror angular

velocity end its stability. The OUTPUT signal is a single pulse of about I ms

duration, slightly delayed after the FIRE pulse. The amount of the time

delay is manually controlled by the dip switch DS3 (see Fig. 7 ). The

reason for this time delay is that there is an intrinsic time interval

between the discharge of the capacitor bank and the actual lasing of the

rod. This time delay is about 160 Vs for the Nd:glass rod and 340 is for the

ruby rod. Calibration curves for values of the binary number NDW

associated with the dip switch DS3 controlling the time delay, indicate
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that NDS3 should be 101 when using the Nd:Glass rod and 1010 when using the

ruby rod. The OUTPUT signal is intended to be used to trigger the intensity

modulator external signal provided by the Exact signal generator.

The firing control circuit contains two other dip switches, DS1 end

DS2, that are manually controllable. These are indicated in Fig. 7. The

decimal numbers associated with DSI and DS2 are, respectively, Nps and

N. 2 . These integer numbers are used to select the initial angle +4 between

the vertical and the laser beam (see Fig. 5) at the beginning of the laser

pulse. The initial angle 4 is given by

t" = + 1200 (Ns I/ NN2) - 320 + (n 1200) (2.4)

where the "plus" sign is to be used when the laser beam is moving away

from the bench and similarly, where the "minus" sign has to be used when

the beam is moving towards the bench. In Eq. (2.4), n is a positive integer

accounting for the periodicity of the facets on the rotating mirror. As an

example, if one wants to use the Nd:gless rod in such a way that the initial

angle 4 is zero, NDS3 should read "101", NDS1 should read "100" (i.e., 4 in

decimal), end ND52 should read "1111" (i.e., 15 in decimal).

E. Receiving system

The signal emitted by the thermoacoustic source is received by a

hydrophone, amplified and filtered, before being stored and analyzed on a

digital oscilloscope which is interfaced with a mainframe computer for
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more advanced signal processing.

The hydrophone used in most experiments described in this study is a

USRO type H-56 hydrophone. This hydrophone is very sensitive (- - 163 dB

re I V/pPa at 60 kHz) but its bandwidth is limited to frequencies below

100 kHz. Therefore in some cases an H-23 hydrophone was preferred.

Calibration curves for the frequency response and directivity patterns of

the hydrophone (H-56) at several frequencies, are given in Appendix B.

The signal received by the hydrophone was amplified by two battery

operated Burr-Brown model 100 AC-decade amplifiers, with a calibrated

total gain of 40.5 dO. The amplified signal was bandpass filtered by a

Krohn-Hite filter. The signal was then transferred to a Nicolet 4094 digital

oscilloscope. This oscilloscope provides two input channels (expendable to

four channels) with simultaneous 12 bit digitizers that sample at a rate of

2 MHz. The data is stored on floppy diskettes in the external disk recorder.

Special diskettes are available from Nicolet for performing valuable signal

processing functions on the oscilloscope. For example, the rms value of a

signal over a specified time interval can be calculated. Similarly, programs

to compute Fourier transforms, digital filtering, integration, etc. are

available. In general the sound level measured from an experimental

waveform was obtained from the peek-to-peak values of the pressure. Also,

the Nicolet 4094 was interfaced to the mainframe CYBER-CDC computer at

ARL:UT via an RS-232 interface, so that experimental data could be

transferred to the computer and compared with theoretical predictions.

The software required for such a transfer consists essentially of two

programs, whose binary version are called "NICOLT" and "CNVRT". The
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program NICOLT creates a file on the CYBER that contains integer numbers

representing the signal being transferred from the Nicolet to the CYBER.

Program CNVRT is used to convert these numbers into their real values.

Note that NICOLT can also be used to transfer waveforms from the CYBER

to the Nicolet. More information on the procedure for data transfer is given

in Appendix C.

In general the sound pressure level measured from an experimenal

waveform was obtained by taking 20 times the logarithm based 10 of the

ratio of the peak-to-peak pressure to a reference pressure of I VPa.
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CHAPTER III

STATIONARY THERMOACOUSTIC SOURCES 15

The sound field radiated by a stationary thermoacoustic source is

analyzed in this chapter by introducing the impulse response of the

thermoacoustic system. This approach has four main advantages: (1) it can

easily be extended to the case of a TS moving at any velocity through the

medium, end this will be done in Chapter IV, (2) the model is valid in the

nearfield of the source, (3) it can be used, in principle, for any spatial and

temporal laser intensity profiles, and (4) transforms are not needed to get

time information.

In the first section of this chapter we describe the physical problem

7 of thermoacoustic radiation and derive the impulse response of a TS. The

second, third, end fourth sections deal, respectively, with the pressure

waveform, the directivity, and the spreading characteristics of the

radiation from a TS, both theoretically and experimentally. The last section

is a summary of the important features of this chapter.

A. Impulse response

Consider the thermoacoustic source shown in Fig. 8. A laser beam is

shined at normal incidence in the +z direction into an optically

absorbing medium. The heat produced by the laser beam generates almost
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instantaneously a density disturbance due to thermal expansion which

induces a pressure fluctuation which is observed as an acoustic wave. The

objective of this study is to relate in the most general way the spatial and

temporal characteristics of the laser to the acoustic pressure observed at

any point in the field.

Larson16  has shown that the wave equation describing

thermoacoustic radiation is, in the case of an inviscid and

non-heat-conducting fluid, given by

V2p c-2 Ptt = - (p/Cp) qt (3.1)

where the subscript t denotes a time derivative, p is the acoustic pressure

generated by the thermal expansion mechanism, c is the small signal sound

speed, cp is the specific heat of the medium at constant pressure. p is the

logarithmic coefficient of thermal expansion of the medium, and q is the

heat energy per unit volume per unit time added to the medium. It is related

to the laser intensity vector I by the relation

q = - V <I(x,y,z,t) > (3.2)

A derivation of the wave equation for thermal generation of sound in a

viscous medium is given in Appendix D. For practical reasons, we consider

the medium to be a liquid having a constant optical coefficient of

absorpt.on a, so that the z-component of the laser beam intensity I

decreases with depth according to the exponential shading exp(-oz). With a
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different absorption law, the following analysis would still be workable,

although more complicated and not necessarily more realistic.

When Eqs. (3.1) and (3.2) are combined it is clear that the

thermoacoustic source function is proportional to the time derivative of

the laser intensity. It is therefore convenient to define the impulse

response h(t) of the thermoacoustic system in the following manner:

p(t) = h(t) * It(t) (3.3)

where the asterisk denotes convolution over time. In this formulation h(t)

contains all of the spatial characteristics of the system at any arbitrary

range r, and It(t) contains all of the temporal information of the source.

The spatial characteristics of the system can be decomposed into its

vertical component (x-z plane) and its horizontal component (x-y plane). Let

us denote by hL(t) and ha(t), respectively, the vertical and horizontal

impulse responses of the TS. Then hL(t) represents the response of an

infinitely narrow TS (a40 in Fig. 8) of effective length L=1/0.. Thus hL(t) is

the response of an exponentially tapered semi-infinite line source below a

pressure release boundary such as the air-water interface. On the other

hand ha(t) represents the response of an infinitely short TS (L-60). In other

words, ha(t) is the impulse response of a cross-section of the source. With

these notations Eq. (3.3) can be rewritten as

p(t) -hL(t) * ha(t) It(t) (3.4)
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It is therefore necessary to evaluate hL(t) and ha(t) in order to find the

pressure response of a given medium excited by a laser beam of intensity

I(t). This analysis is carried out below.

1. Vertical impulse response hL(t)

The vertical impulse response is obtained by imagining that the

laser beam diameter is so small that sound coming from an entire beam

cross section S is received instantaneously. This has the effect of setting

the horizontal impulse response in Eq. (3.4) to a delta function in time: ha(t)

- S 8(t). In this case the heat q is related to the laser intensity by

q - - d/dz ( A l(t) e a z J S 8(Xxc) S(y) , (3.5)

where A is the coefficient of transmission of light across the interface,

and where xc and yc denote the center coordinates of the beam. The

solution of Eq. (3.1) for a pressure release boundary condition at the

interface is then obtained by integrating the Green's function of the

problem over the source volume as follows.

CO

p(t) = CI iJ (r)-1 e-a z It(t-r/c) dz

0
0

--C1 J1  (r') "  e-C[z It(t-r'/c) dz (3.6)

CO
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where the coordinates z, r, and r' are shown in Fig. 8, and where

Cl=(APo:Sc/4 rCp). The second integral in Eq. (3.6) represents the

contribution of the mirror image above the pressure release boundary.

From Eqs. (3.4) and (3.6), then, the vertical impulse response is given by

hLlt) = (C1/S) (r - 1 e-"z S(t-r/c) dz - mirror image , (3.7)

0

where 8(t) is the Dirac delta function. Shifting the integration variable

from z to r, yields

hL(t) = K (r-1 e- Oz 6(r-ct) (dz/dr) dr - mirror image (3.8)
r

where K - (Apcc/41rcp). Equation (3.8) provides a means for evaluating the

vertical impulse response of a TS once the relationship between the depth z

of the receiver and its radius of observation r is known. Assuming that the

laser beam strikes the medium at normal incidence, one may divide the

source into four regions. These are indicated in Fig. 9. For each region the

relationship between z and r can easily be found. Equation (3.8) can then be

written in terms of separate integrals over the four regions as follows.
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rosi no

hL~) -K J (1/r) G(r-ct) expl-ar(r Cos@0 sJ(-/)d

+K f (i/r) S(r-ct) expI-cc(rocoso0~s)I (r/s) dr
rosi no

* 4+K f (t/r) S(r-ct) exp(-a1(rocosG0.s)I (r/s) dr

- K (1/) S~-ct) exp[-oc(-r Cos@ +s)) (r/s) dr

(3.9)

where s =Ir 2 -(rosinGO) 2 .

The four integrals in Eq. (3.9) represent the contributions to the

acoustic signal from the four source regions shown in Fig. 9. However, it

is more meaningful to distinguish the array response by regions in time

rather than in space. The limits of integration indicate that the analysis

of the impulse response should be divided Into five time regimes as

follows.
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a) tt rosln90/c: In this time region, the impulse response reduces to

hL(t)O 0 (3.10)

which states that the acoustic emission from the array has not yet had

time to reach the receiver. The first disturbance emitted by the TS has to

travel a distance r sinO before reaching the observation point. Therefore

0 0
°

the impulse response is identically zero for any time t<r sinO /c.

0 0°

b) t=r~sin* 0 /c: This particular instant corresponds to the time of

arrival of the first wavelet at the receiver. This wavelet originated at a

distance of rosinO0 from the receiver, that is to say, at a depth

zo=rocosOo below the pressure release boundary. Consequently the

impulse response is simply, from Eq. (3.7),

hh(t) K (rsino) exp (-rcos) (3.11)

c rsint/c t r/c: From Fig. 9, it is obvious that the first wavelet 
which will reach the receiver emanates from point E. An instant later,

wavelets emitted from points b and C will arrive simultaneously at the
receiver. The progression continues with wavelets eventually coming

from points A and D. These are all the wavelets received during the

interval r osino /ctr/c which resulted from sound radiation at time

t-0. The disturbances coming from regions 2 and 3 of the TS therefore add

by pairs at the observation point. The only non-zero contribution to the
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impulse response is given by the first two integrals in Eq. (3.9), which

4 may be evaluated to give

2K exp(-•rcos%)

h) cosh c (3.12)

/ (ct)2-(r~osine%9

d) t=r 0 /c :There are two points on the array that are located at a distance

ro, from the receiver. These two points are denoted by A and D in Fig. 9.

However, the pressure release boundary condition at the free surface of the

liquid implies that the acoustic contribution from point A is null, so that in

fact the acoustic response at time t=r 0 /c is simply given by the wavelet

coming from D, i.e., from the point of the source that is located at a depth

z=2r coso0. Equation (3.7) yields an expression for the impulse response at

t=r 0/c:

hLLt) K rosh exp(-2a rcoso) ( (3.13)

e) tOr 0 /c: The disturbances emitted by regions 1 and 4 of the TS will arrive

by pairs at the observation point. In this case, however, the boundary

condition at the air-water interface implies that signals coming from
region 1 (the mirror image region) are inverted. Hence the only non-zero

contribution to the impulse response is given by the lost two integrals in

Eq. (3.9). These may be evaluated to give
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-2K exp (-(
hL(t) = sinh (rocosSo) (3.14)

jr (ct)2 -(rosin~o)2

The verticol impulse response of a TS is therefore given by Eq. (3.15e-e).

0 for t <t , (3.15o)

K e- r (rosin~o)-I for t - t1 , (3.15b)

hL(t) = 2K eF W- cosh(oig) for t1 < t < to (3.15c)

K e- 2F (ro)-I for t to  (3.15d)

-2K I e- 4  ~ sinhlr) for t > to (3.15e)

where to - ro/c t1 -
r osinOo / c r - arocosO., end i - ct2-t.

Figure 10 shows how the shope of hL(t) chonges as the nondimensionol

parameter r vories from 0.02 to 10. r con be regorded os the rotio of

the depth of the receiver to the effective length L - cc- of the TS. It is

ossumed in Fig. 10 that the laser is shined into fresh water where c-1466

m/s. Note that no forfield assumptions were required to derive the

anolyticol expressions obove. Figure 11 is o three dimensional

representotion of the impulse response hL(t) as a function of time and r.
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Figures 10 and 11 show a curious behavior for hL(t) when t1<t<t0.

During this time interval the shape of N(t) can change drastically from a

monotonically decreasing function having a maximum at time tl=rosinOo/c,

to a monotonically increasing function having a maximum at time to=ro/c.

This can be explained by looking at the two different effects determining

the shape of the impulse response: the exponential shading along the axis of

the array which is due to the absorption of light in the medium, and the

spherical spreading associated with each wavelet radiated by the TS. For

simplicity let us assume first that the exponential decay along the depth of

the array is much more important than the spherical spreading. This is

expected to be the case in the farfield because the distance from each point

from the TS to the receiver is almost the same. Also let zA,ZB,Zc and zD be

the depths of the elementary sources located at points A,B,C and D on the

source as shown in Fig. 9. It can be shown that, for any positive a,

e-'ZA + e -oCz < e - ceZ + e - cczc  (3.16)

Therefore the strength of the acoustic disturbance coming from points B

and C is always less important then the strength of the disturbance

originated from points A and D. Since the letter arrives at the receiver at

time to, the impulse response hL(t) is expected to increase gradually from

t 1 to to.

Let us now assume that the spherical spreading loss associated with

each wavelet coming from the array is much more important than the

exponential shading along the z-axis of the array. In this case, all of the
,*1
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elementary sources will have approximately the same strength.

This case applies to the nearfield of a TS. The strongest disturbance is

therefore the one which suffers the least spherical spreading loss.

Consequently it originates from the elementary source on the array which

is the closest to the receiver. Since the minimum distance between the

source and the receiver is rosinOo, the vertical impulse response hL(t)

exhibits a peak at time ti=rosino/c and then decreases gradually until

to=ro/c.

It is also interesting to note that the impulse response hL(t) of a

stationary thermoacoustic source is very closely related to the half-order

derivative operator. This is discussed in Appendix E.

2. Horizontal impulse response h,(t)

The horizontal impulse response is obtained by imagining that the

optical absorption by the fluid is so high that the laser beam penetrates

only a small amount compared to tne beam diameter. Under this condition,

the vertical impulse response is set to a delta function : hL(t) - (K/c) 6(t),

and the horizontal impulse response may be calculated. Note from Eq. (3 3)

that the time derivative operates on the intensity, and from Eq. (3.7), that

the mirror image of the source over the interface has already been taken

into account in the vertical impulse response, including the constant of

proportionality. This means that it would be redundant to again consider

these features in ha(t). The horizontal impulse response is thus simply
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h(t) = (N(X,y) S [t-r(x,y)/c] dx dy (3.17)

where IN is the normalized laser intensity

S I(x, y)
iN(x~IJ) = S ~~)(3.16)

f ((xy)dx dy

Let us first examine the case of a uniform beam of radius a. In this

case IN(x,y) is equal to unity, and following Morse's analysis17 of the

impulse response of a piston, one finds, if ro>>a sine

o sineo

haw(t) = 2 1 (a sin 0o) 2-y2  S [t-(r~y)/cJ dy , (3.19)

-a sine0

or

h(t)= 2 c (a sin 0D)2 - (ro-ct)2  (3.20)

if (ro-a sin Oo)/c < t < (ro+a sin o )/c, end zero otherwise. Similarly, in

the case of a Gaussian beam where a denotes the li/e radius, one would find,

provided that ro>>a sin o ,

h0(t) = fl12 c a sine 0 exp [ -[(r-ct)/(a sine,) 21 (3.21)
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if (ro-a sinO)/c < t < (ro+a sino)/c, and zero otherwise. It can be verified

that

Lim [h8(t i t a2 (t-rc) . (3.22)
a sSnfr o 4 0

Equations (3.20) and (3.21) provide expressions for the horizontal

impulse response in analytical form for either a uniform or a Gaussian

intensity shading across the loser beam. The spatial extent of the source

induces a frequency filtering which may be found by taking the Fourier

transform of h0(t). For a uniform intensity distribution across a section of

the loser beam, the frequency filtering has a Bessel characteristic of the

form 2J 1(ko sinOo)/(ka sinGo ) and for the case of the Gaussian distribution,

it takes the Gaussian form exp I-(ka sinOo/2)2 . The frequency filtering

associated with diffraction due to finite loser beamwidth is therefore a

low pass filtering, or a smoothing in the time domain.

B. Pressure waveform

In this section we present results obtained using the impulse

response technique previously described to predict the pressure waveform

radiated by a TS. The double convolution of Eq. (3.4) is evaluated

numerically. It is then used to evaluate the case of an unmodulated TS. The

results in the farfield limit are compared with analytical predictions
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derived by Lyamshev and Sedov 16 in their review paper on thermoecoustic

sources. The analytical predictions are also compared to experimental

results.

Consider a thermoacoustic source of the sort discussed previously.

For simplicity we assume that the laser intensity is not amplitude

modulated and that the finite beamwidth effects are negligible, i.e., that

ho(t) -* S S(t). To facilitate comparisons with experimental data, we will

assume that the laser pulse shape matches the measured pulse shape, which

is adequately described by Eq. (2.3). Using Eqs. (3.22) and (3.15) in Eq. (3.4)

leads to a straightforward numerical computation of the pressure received

at a specified location as a function of time.

Figure 12 shows the evolution of the predicted pressure waveform

received in fresh water at the observation point as the nondimensional

parameter I changes from 200 to 0.2. The position of the receiver is kept

constant (ro = 4 m, 0o = 600) so that the variation of r corresponds in fact

to a variation of the effective length L = cl-1 of the source from I cm

(short source) to 10 m (long source). The pulse duration was set to 250 V s.

The sharp peak in the acoustic response cbserved in Fig. 12(a) is due to the

fact that the laser pulse described by Eq. (3.22) has a discontinuous time

derivative at t=0. The negative pressure pulse which appears for all values

of r in Fig. 12(a)-(f) after the retarded time ro/c can be explained by the

effect of the pressure release interface between air and water. As shown

in the figures, the pressure waveform broadens and changes substantially

in shape as the source length increases. In the case of a very long source

the pressure waveform is seen to begin at time tl= ro sinOo/c rather then
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the time to = ro/c as it would in the case of o short source. This result

agrees with the analysis presented in Section III.A.I.

Lyamshev and Sedov 18 have shown that in the farfield, the pressure

woveform radiated by a TS is proportional to the second time derivative of

the laser pulse intensity.provided the length of the array is very small

compared to a typical acoustic wavelength.19  The reason the pressure

response is proportional to the second time derivative of the laser

intensity is explainable in terms of the impulse response approach. As

shown by Fig. 10, the impulse response of a very short source tends to

behave like the time derivative of a delta function centered at time to.The

physical cause of this behavior is the pressure release boundary between

the air and water. From Eq. (3.3) it then follows that the pressure is

proportional to

st (t-re/c) * It(t) - Itt(t-ro/c) (3.23)

Figure 13(a) shows a comparison between the impulse response

approach and Lyamshev and Sedov's predictions for the sound pressure of a

short thermoacoustic source. The comparison was made for a modulation

frequency of 5 kHz, a laser pulse duration of I ms, and for r-oo. The laser

intensity was described by Eqs. (2.2) end (2.3). As shown in the figure, the

numerical and analytical predictions for the short source case are in

excellent agreement.

The case of a long and narrow TS has also been studied by Lyamshev

and Sedov 18 in the special case of farfield radiation. Their results show
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that under these conditions the pressure waveform appears to be simply

proportional to an inverted laser pulse. 20 As indicated by Fig. 13(b),

the convolution technique produces, as predicted, a pressure proportional

to an inverted laser pulse.

An experimental investigation of thermoacoustic sources was

carried out in the fresh water tank at ARL:UT . The lasing element of the

optical system was a Neodymium:Glass rod producing infrared light at 1.06

pm in the conventional non-Q-switched mode. At this optical frequency the

absorption of light in water was measured to be 13.7 Np/m. Determinations

of the optical coefficient of absorption a are reported in Appendix F. More

information on the laser apparatus is given in Chapter II.

Figure 14(a) shows a typical acoustic signal recorded on the digital

oscilloscope. This waveform was obtained under the following conditions:

= 0.5 m ; = 750; a = 0.5 cm ; a = 13.7 Np/m; f0 = 35 kHz (fo=(o/2w);

p= 1.2 ms, r=1.77. Figure 14(b) shows the waveform as predicted by the

theory described previously. In the computer prediction, a Gaussian

intensity distribution across the laser beam was assumed. The beam radius

was very small compared to the main acoustic wavelength X,=c/fo, and thus

the laser beamwidth had little effect on the resulting pressure waveform.

Figure 14 shows that reasonable agreement between the theory and the

experiment is obtained. A better fit could easily be obtained by altering the

envelope constants for the laser intensity (see Eq. (2.3)). This did not seem

appropriate, since these constants have been determined by averaging

the envelope over several laser pulses. The discrepancy is attributed to the

fact that the laser pulse envelope was not very repeatable. It was also
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noted that the rise-time of the experimental pressure waveform was often

shorter than the predicted one. It shows again the inherent non-stationarity

of the laser pulse.

The acoustic peak signal shown in Fig. 14(a) was measured to be

122.8 dB re 1 VPa. This level is obtained by taking 20 times the logarithm

based 10 of the peak to peak pressure divided by the reference pressure. It

also takes into account the directional characteristics of the hydrophone

(see Appendix B), the gain of the amplifier, and the loss through the

bandpass filter (30-40 kHz). The predicted peak level can be found from

Fig. 14(b) to be 123.1 dB re I IPa. This remarkable agreement between

theory and experiment is certainly fortuitous because it was found that the

average difference between experimental levels and theoretical levels is

about +4.6 dB. In general, our numerical predictions underestimate the

acoustic levels obtained experimentally, but are within a reasonable margin

if we consider that the intrinsic properties of the laser pulse, such as its

shape, its energy and its duration, vary significantly from pulse to pulse.

C. Directivity patterns

The impulse response described previously provides a means of finding

the directivity characteristics of a thermoacoustic source. This is due to

the fact that all the directional characteristics of the system are

embedded in the impulse response of the system, and therefore one can

relate the directivity pattern to the impulse response by a simple Fourier

transform. Let us denote by H(M) the frequency response of the optoacoustic
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system. Then, using FT to denote the Fourier transform,

HMw FT I h(t)I FT I he(t) *hL(t) I =Ha(w) HL(wJ) , (3.24)

°I.

where Ha(w) and HLF denote, respectively, the Fourier transforms of the

horizontal and vertical impulse responses ha(t) end hL(t). The directivity

pattern at e given frequency w is then simply

II H (;W) II
D(O)= 20 Log 10  (3.25)

II H (0 ;) II
N

where ON yields thE ,ximum value of H(9) at the frequency w, and the

double vertical bars indicate the modulus of a complex quantity. The Fourier

transform of h,(t) is obtained directly from Eq. (3.21), and in the case of a

Gaussian beam, it gives

He((i) S exp [ - (ka sin 9o)2/4) (3.26)

where k -w/c is the acoustic wave number. Similarly one can find the

Fourier transform of hL(t) from Eq. (3.15). It is convenient to use the

identity2 1

t- r/c

fie) I(t-o) 2-(r/c)2 "1/2 dO f flt-(r cosh u)/c) du (3.27)
-== 0

By way of Eq. (3.27), the Fourier transform of hL(t) can be expressed as
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0

-K2  f exp(-V sinh u) exp(-irl cosh u) du , (3.28)

U0

where K1  Apc: e-r/2rrc

K2 Apa sinh(r) / 21rc~

u= In I(1.cos90 )/sineo0

I or sinO0

r = ccrocose%

z krosinS

and we are considering only angles 0 such that 0 i 9 1 it/2. This

expression is not easy to integrate analytically but may be easily

evaluated numerically. In most practical cases the beam radius is very

small compared to an acoustic wavelength so that ha(t) -+ S S(t) or

Hw)4 S is a good approximation.

Figures 15(a)-(c) show the result of the numerical computation of the

directivity pattern of a TS at three radii of observation: ro of 1 m , 2 m,
and 3 m (i.e., for values of r/coso0 of 5, 10, and 15). The modulation

frequency was set to 10 kHz and the optical absorption coefficient was

5 Np/in so that the ef fective length of the array was 20 cm. Figure 15(a)
* shows that sidelobes exist in the nearfield of a TS. As the receiver moves

into the farfield, the sidelobe structure tends to disappear and eventually

the computed directivity reduces to the usual farfield analytical form
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described by Lyamshev and Sedov: 18

2 a cos 0
D( 0) (3.29)

I + 62 Cos 2

where 6 = k/ol is a measure of the length L of the array in terms of an

acoustic wavelength X.

Figure 16 shows the predicted directivity patterns for different

wavelengths when the radius of observation and the source length are held

constant. The figure shows that by decreasing the number of wavelengths

along the length of the source (i.e., for 6 decreasing), one decreases the

number of sidelobes and increases the angle of tilt of the main lobe away

from the interface. Also the half-power beamwidth angle increases

drastically so that the end result is a dipole type of directivity as

expected from a very small source (relative to a wavelength) radiating on

a pressure release interface.

Figure 17 shows the computed directivity when the length of the

source varies while the distance of observation ro and the modulation

frequency fo are kept constant. Since we have assumed an exponential law

of absorption of light in water, with an optical coefficient of absorption

c (see Eq. (3.5)), the quantity I/a represents the depth at which the

intensity is attenuated by a factor 1/e. Again the number of sidelobes and

the angle of maximum emission decrease with 6, whereas the half-power

beamwidth increases when 6 decreases. It is also interesting to

note that the nearfield directivity is not simply dictated by the
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nondimensional parameter 6=k/l, as in the farfield case, but

independently by k and a-

Figure 18 shows the nearfield effects on the half-power beamwidth

0 as a function of distance ro and plotted for several array lengths. As

mentioned previously, &8p decreases with 6. For large values of ro, OHp 

reduces, as expected, to its farfield estimate, which can easily be

obtained from Eq. (3.29). In the farfield, 0. reduces to

Ow cos- 1[ (.2-1)/j - cos-l[ (,2 1)/61 (3.30)

It is also interesting to note that, for a given source length, 0H, goes

through a minimum at a certain distance roopt. This may be of practical

interest for applications where angular resolution is more important than

long range propagation.

Figure 19 shows how the nearfield affects the angle of maximum

radiation 0max, for different array lengths, as a function of distance.

Again, for large values of ro , Omax reduces to its farfield limit, which

can be evaluated from Eq. (3.29) to be

Omax cos-1 (I/O) (3.31)

Note that Figures 18 and 19 can be used to define a farfield criterion.

Experimental data were obtained for a modulation frequency of

35 kHz, with c 13.7 Np/m, at a radius of observation of 0.50 m. (Same

experiment as the one reported in Fig. 14). Infrared light of optical
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wavelength of 1.06 vm was shined into fresh water (c=-1486 m/s).

The pulse length was of the order of 1 ins. The receiver was an H-56

hydrophone of sensitivity -171 dB re 1 V/VPo at 35 kHz. The vertical

directivity pattern of the transducer H-56 (see Appendix B) was taken

into account in the analysis of the directivity of the TS. The signal was

amplifiled and filtered before being stored in a digital oscilloscope. For

each waveform, the rms pressure was computed numerically and yielded a

value for the sound pressure level in decibels. The rms pressures were

averaged over several pulses. The comparison between predictions based

on Eqs. (3.24)-(3.26) and experiment is shown in Fig. 20. Good agreement

between theory and experiment shows again that the impulse response

approach is very well suited for describing the nearfield of a

themmoacoustic source.

D. Spreading curves

It is known that, in general, the sound level dependence on distance,

or spreading curve, is just a function of the geometrical dimensions of

the acoustic source in terms of the acoustic wavelength. Thus, the sound

level dependence on distance, denoted by L(,(r), can be found at a given

frequency w by taking the Fourier transform of the impulse response of

the TS. Thi s can be expressed i n a f ashi on si mila r to Eq. (3.25),

I-b-

HH(w,r) I
L(,(r) =20 Log10  (3.32)

DI H(w,r) r-rre
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where H(,r) is the Fourier transform of hL(t), which is valid in the

neerfield.

The approach for finding L,(r) is thus similar to the one described in

the previous section for finding the nearfield directivity Du(o).

Experimental results presented in Fig. 21 show the spreading characteristic

of a stationary thermoacoustic source. The parameters associated with

Fig. 21 are 00 = 840 , fo 35 kHz, end c=13.7 Np/m. In both theory and

experiment, the sound level seems to decrease at a rate of 3 dB per

doubling of distance until a range of about 1.5 m, after which the slope

increases to a value of 6 dB per doubling of distance. The reason for the

change of slope is that, in the nearfield, the TS appears to be essentially a

cylindrical source, whereas in the ferfield, spherical spreading obviously

predominates. The transition between cylindrical and spherical spreading

may also be used as a practical estimate of the Rayleigh distance of the

thermoacoustic source. Another way to see the transition is to look at the

directivity patterns in Fig. 15. As ro increases, the major lobe moves

toward 84. Thus the tendency toward a 6 dO slope is partly neutralized by

the progression up the major lobe toward its peak. This argument implies

that at same angles the slope might exceed 6 d8 in the nearfield.

E. Conclusions

-. The sound field radiated by a thermoacoustic source has been

investigated both theoretically and experimentally. The theory is based on a

time domain approach. It shows that the acoustic pressure radiated by the
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thermal mechanism is a convolution of the impuiie response of the system

with the thermoacoustic source strength (time derivative of the loser

intensity). Although the convolution has to be performed numerically in

most practical cases, it offers several advantages: (1) it can be used to

investigate the case of a moving thermoacoustic source, (2) it is valid even

in the nearfield of the source, (3) although we have restricted our analysis

to the most applicable case of a laser beam of Gaussian cross-section

intensity distribution with an exponential shading along the beam

penetration axis, the model presented here can easily be extended to any

laser intensity temporal or spatial profile, and (4) this approach does

not require transforms to get time information. Furthermore, the impulse

response of a thermoacoustic array may provide insight into several

thermoacoustic transient phenomena such as extremely short laser pulses,

shock waves induced by a laser source moving at transonic velocity,

pressure waveforms radiated by lightning, or even cosmic rays entering

the ocean.

The validity of the theoretical model was tested by an experimental

investigation of thermoacoustic pressure waveforms and directivity

patterns. Results seem to indicate that in the nearfield, the acoustic levels

may be quite different from those predicted by a farfield theory, and that

sidelobes cannot be neglected in a nearfield directivity pattern. In general,

experimental results were in support of the theoretical predictions in both

farfield and nearfield cases.
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CHAPTER IV

MOVING THERMOACOUSTIC SOURCES 2 2

In the previous chapter, we analyzed in detail the acoustic field

radiated by a stationary thermoacoustic source. The objective of this

chapter is to extend these results to the case of a moving source. As

mentioned earlier, the major reason for studying moving thermoacoustic

sources (MTS) is that they are expected to produce substantially higher

acoustic levels when the source is moving at a velocity close to the speed

of sound in water.

In the first section of this chapter, we present the theory that will

be used to predict the properties of the acoustic field of an MTS, even in the

nearfield of the source. The theory is based on the impulse response

described in Section III.A.

Then, in the second section of this chapter, we proceed to analyze

successively pressure waveforms, directivity patterns, sound pressure

level dependence on source velocity, and spreading curves. Comparisons

between theory and experiments are made for subsonic, transonic, and

supersonic source velocities.

The last section of this chapter summarizes the main conclusions of

this chapter.
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A.Theory

1. Pseudo-convolution

The pressure signal radiated by the moving thermoacoustic source (MTS)

may be constructed in a three-step procedure as follows. First, the motion

of the source is decomposed in time. As in a movie, a "picture" is taken at

constant time intervals At, showing the laser beam at different positions

along its path during the laser pulse duration tp. The geometry associated

with an MTS is shown in Fig. 22 . Second, for each of these positions

(defined by the subscript i in Fig. 22) the impulse response hi(t) and the

corresponding elementary pressure response pi(t) are evaluated

numerically from the Rnalysis presented in Section III.A. Third, the total

pressure PT(t) received at the hydrophone is obtained by adding all the

elementary acoustic responses pi(t) with the suitable time delays

corresponding to the motion of the source. Note that this approach is in

principle also suitable for a source moving with a nonuniform velocity

along its path. However in the following analysis it is assumed for

simplicity that the source is moving at a constant velocity v. This model

also assumes that the laser beam remains always perpendicular to the

water surface. This assumption is discussed in Appendix A.

The first step in the analysis is to discretize in time and space

the motion of the source so that the problem can be analyzed

numerically. Given that t p is the laser pulse duration and At the time

increment, the motion of the source is represented by N pictures taken
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*1

every At seconds, such that N=t /6t For a source moving rectilinearly at

constant velocity v, i At represents the time taken for the laser to move

from the origin to the position shown on the i-tb picture. The second step is

to compute for each of these positions t he elementary acoustic pressure

radiated by the source when it was at the position shown on the i-tb

picture, that is to say, after a time delay i At. The loser source intensity at

that instant is simply I(i At) and the impulse response hi(t) can be

evaluated from Eq. (3.15). However it is important to realize that the

impulse response is a function of the position of the source because the

distance and the angle between the source and the receiver are time

dependent in the case of a moving source. Let us denote by ri and 6i these

coordinates. It can easily be shown that

112

=i r r 2
- 2 r0 (v i At0cose0 sin4 + (v i At)2 1 (4.1)

and

= Cos- (r. Cos O0 / r1) (4.2)

where r , 0 and refer to values at the origin of the motion of the

source (t=O). The impulse response h(t) is therefore given by Eq. (3.15)

where the coordinates ro and 00 have been replaced by r and s using

Eqs. (4.1) and (4.2).

The elementary acoustic pressure pi(t) is then computed as follows.

Equation (3 3) shows that the optoacoustic source strength is proportional

to the time derivative of the laser intensity. The i-tb picture therefore
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shows a line source excited by an impulse of strength '(i At) during a time

At, and thus the elementary acoustic pressure pi(t) is given by

pi(t) = 1( i At) hi(t) At (4.3)

where the prime denotes a time derivative.

The third step is to add all the elementary acoustic pressures pi(t)

radiated during the motion of the source, taking into account the time delay

iAt taken by the source to travel from the origin (t=0) to the i-th position.

This gives the total acoustic pressure p-(t) radiated by the thermoacoustic

source during its motion:

N
PTlt) = .Pi(t-iAt) At (4.4)

i=O

Combining Eqs.(4.3) and (4.4) gives

N

PT(t) = 1 '(iWt) hi(t-iAt) At (4.5)
i=O

Equation (4.5) shows that the total pressure received at the observation

point is a convolution type summation in the time domain between the

"unsteady" (changing shape with time and distance) impulse response hi(t)
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and the optoacoustic source strength dI/dt . Note that in the case of a

stationary source, the shape of the impulse response remains constant and

the acoustic pressure PT(t) is a true convolution between the impulse

response and the time derivative of the laser intensity.

In the above results laser beamwidth effects have been neglected.

They become, however, very important when the acoustic wavelength is of

the order of the laser beam diameter, and this is always the case when the

source is moving at velocities close to transonic. In order to have a model

valid for any source velocity, it is therefore necessary to take into

account laser beamwidth effects. This is the object of the next section.

2. Laser beamwidth effects

It was shown in Chapter III (see Eq. (3.4)) that laser beamwidth

effects can be accounted for by a convolution involving the impulse

response ha(t) of a cross section of the laser beam. This impulse response

is defined as the time response at the receiver to an impulse of heat

applied at a specified depth and over an area corresponding to the laser

beamwidth. If r o >a 8, where a is the laser beam radius, then

h0(t) =ir / 2 c a sin o exp I -[ (ro-ct)/(a sinGo ) 32 , (3.21)

where we have assumed that the intensity distribution across a section of

the laser beam is Gaussian. This last equation has been derived previously

in Chapter II1. The effect of the finite Leamwidth of the laser may be
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thought of as introducing many infinitesimally thin line sources into each

"picture" of the source at time t. This effect may be included

mathematically by convolving the cross-section impulse response with

PT(t). The result is an induced smoothing of the pressure waveform that is

a low-pass filtering in the frequency domain. The frequency filtering Ha(w)

associated with laser beamwidth effects may be obtained by taking the

Fourier transform of he(t). It is necessary to note, however, that in order

to account for the motion of the source, the main wave number k.=O/c of

the acoustic radiation must be replaced by its Doppler shifted version

kd = ko/D = ko/I1-Msinocosool, where D is known as the Doppler factor.

(The sineocos o term in the Doppler shift correction is due to the fact that

the receiver sees an apparent velocity that is different from the actual

velocity of the source which has Mach number M-v/c. This was first noticed

by Doppler 2 3 in 1842). The result is

HOW) =ji a2 sin2o0 exp (-(kd a sino0/2) (4.6)

It should be understood that in the case of a moving source, the

coordinates of the source ro and 0o are time dependent, so that in fact

Eq. (4.6) is an approximation to the real frequency filtering associated with

finite laser beamwidth effects. Since these effects are usually small, it

seems unnecessary to get an exact and much more complicated expression

for He(w), and therefore Eq. (4.6) is expected to yield good results provided

that finite laser beamwidth effects are relatively small. When the source

is moving at velocities close to the speed of sound in the fluid, the Doppler
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shifted wavelength characteristic of the acoustic radiation shrinks to a

*, value very small compared to the beam radius a , thus generating very
significant diffraction effects. In this case the approximation that

diffraction effects are small breaks down. The finite beamwidth effects

near transonic velocity will be discussed later in more detail.

The time domain approach used to predict the pressure waveform

radiated by an MTS is perfectly suitable for a numerical computation and

the theoretical predictions obtained with this model will be discussed in

the next section.

3. Numerical predictions

Some typical predicted pressure waveforms radiated by a moving

thermoacoustic source are presented in Fig. 23. These waveforms were

obtained by computer simulation, using the impulse response approach

described above. The computer program used for these simulations is given

in Appendix G. These predictions were made for some realistic values of the

important parameters: ro = 4 m, 00 = 75 0 , f0 = O ° , c = 13.7 Np/m (Nd:Glass

lasing wavelength of 1.06 pm in fresh water), a=0.5 cm, fo=7 kHz, tp=1 Ms,

and c = 1486 m/s. The Mach number of the source M = v/c was varied from 0

to 1.5.

Figure 23(a) shows the pressure waveform observed at the receiver

when the source is stationary. There is a periodic nature to the response

due to the modulation of the intensity of the laser pulse and a roughly

exponential decay in the amplitude due to the decay in the laser intensity.
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Figure 23(b) shows the acoustic response when the source is moving

at M=0.5. Clearly there is a time compression of the acoustic signal

observed at the receiver, i.e., an increase in amplitude and frequency. This

is a typical effect of the Doppler shift which occurs for moving sources.

One important advantage of the time domain approach used in the numerical

computation of the pressure waveform is that the Doppler shift is

implicitly taken into account by the time delays of the pseudo-convolution

(see Eq. (4 5)); therefore the Doppler shift appears naturally and it is valid 

even if the source is moving at transonic velocity. A detailed analysis of

the Doppler shift associated with a moving source of finite length may be

found in reference 24. To a first approximation the Doppler factor D seen

by the receiver in Fig. 23(b) is (1-MsinOocoS* o) = 0.517 so that the Doppler

shifted frequency in Fig. 23(b) is about fd = fo/D = 13.5 kHz. This is in good

agreement with the Doppler shifted frequency of 13.6 kHz measured from

Fig. 23(b).

Figure 23(c) shows the pressure waveform observed at the receiver

when the source is moving at a velocity such that M sinO o cos* o = I

i.e., so that the receiver perceives the source to be moving at Mach one. In

this case, the Doppler factor D goes to zero and subsequently the Doppler

shifted frequency goes to infinity so that the Doppler shifted wavelength

goes to zero. This means that in the transonic regime, diffraction effects

due to the finite width of the laser beam will be important. Fig. 23(c)

shows that the received pulse is extremely short (of the order of the

" transit time 2a/c across the laser beam diameter) and there is therefore

no periodic structure in the pressure waveform but only a strong inverted
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pulse whose shape depends mainly on the intensity distribution across a

section of the laser beam. This is discussed in more detail in Appendix H.

Note also that, as predicted by Eq. (4.6), laser beamwidth effects limit the

amplitude of the pressure response when the source is moving at transonic

velocity. Previously reported results which describe the pressure field of

an MTS in terms of the pressure field of a stationary source compensated

by a Doppler shift D = (1-Msin~ocos o) predict an infinite amplitude for

a source moving at Mach one because they have not included the fact that

the angle from the source to the receiver is location dependent, and hence

have used a poor approximation to the Doppler factor.

Finally it is interesting to note in Fig. 23(d) that the time axis seems

to be inverted. This effect is sometimes referred to as time inversion and

it occurs when a source moves toward the receiver faster than the

disturbances it generates. In such an event, the first sound wavelets to be

observed by the receiver will be those excited last. This effect has been

known for more than a century. Rayleigh2 5 , for instance, explains how a

musical piece played at Mach two, can be heard "in tune, but played

backwards". Note also that the predicted Doppler shifted frequency in

Fig. 23(d) is 16.0 kHz which is in good agreement with the Doppler shifted

frequency predicted by fd = fo/D = 15.6 kHz.

B. Experimental results

.,.

The experimental results presented in this section are grouped into

f our categories: pressure waveforms, directivity patterns, sound level
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dependence on source velocity, and spreading curves. The experimental

procedure was described in Chapter II.

1. Pressure waveforms

The pressure waveform radiated by a thermoacoustic source moving

at Mach 1.6 is shown in Fig. 24. In both cases the pressures are normalized

to one at their peak values. The values of the parameters relevant to

Fig. 24are: r, = 4m ,O= 00 , o = 0o , f, = 35kHzand tp=0.8 ms.

There is fairly good agreement between the theory (Fig. 24(a)) and the

experiment (Fig. 24(b)). Note that time inversion does occur at such a

supersonic source velocity, and it is very clearly observed experimentally.

The slight discrepancy (93 Vs) between the predicted and experimental

values of the arrival time of the acoustic pulse at the receiver is

attributed to the fact that the time delay between the discharge of the

loser flashlamp and the actual lasing of the rod (about 160 Vs) was not

perfectly constant so that the initial coordinates ro and 0o of the

thermoacoustic source were known within only a certain accuracy.

Next we turn our attention to the pressure waveform when the

source velocity is such that M sinOcOS o = 1 Figure 25(a) shows the

results of three different theoretical prediction schemes. The solid line in

Fig. 25(a) represents the prediction obtained from the numerical analysis

presented in the first section of this chapter. The long dashed line in the

some figure was obtained by using a simplified approach which is

described in Appendix H . In this approach, the pressure waveform can be
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approximated by the second time derivative of the impulse response of a
cross section of the laser beam. The third curve (short dashed line) in

Fig. 25(a) represents the analytical prediction of Lyamshev and Sedov given

by Eq. (5) in Ref. 26. The values of the parameters relevant to Fig. 25 are

ro  3.50m, 80=800, 0= 00, M =1.03, fo 20KHz, and tp =0.ms.

The three curves in Fig. 25 have the same main features: an

exponential growth, followed by a strong inverted pulse and an exponential

decay. The exponential growth is characteristic of the arrival at the

receiver of wavelets coming successively from a depth zo=rocos o to a zero

depth at the air-water boundary. The inverted nature of the strong pulse is

characteristic of a pressure release boundary condition at the air-water

interface. The exponential decay is the result of the exponential law of

absorption of light in water. The lost wavelets arriving at the receiver

come from the furthest points on the column of water being illuminated by

the laser and therefore they have very low intensity.

Figure 25(b) shows an acoustic pulse recorded experimentally in a

Mach wave. There is an overall agreement with the theoretical predictions

given in Fig. 25(a) although the result shown in Fig. 25(b) has a higher peak

after the inverted pulse and shows more high frequency content. The pulse

was recorded by an H-23 hydrophone, amplified by 40.5 dO and filtered

between 1 and 200 kHz. The beam radius on the surface of the water was

about 7 mm, and the corresponding peak sound level was measured to be

about 142 dB re 1 pPa at 3.50 m from the source. The asymmetry in the

experimental waveform is attributed to nonlinear effects. It has been

shown27  that nonlinear effects associated with the temperature
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dependence of the thermodynamic coefficients (@,cp) cause an increase in

the tail of the received signal. This is due to the fact that the heating of the

medium being illuminated increases the coefficient of thermal expansion

and, consequently, the efficiency of the conversion of electromagnetic

energy into acoustic energy.

2. Directivity patterns

Next consider the directivity pattern of an MTS in the x-z plane. It is

important to note that the motion of the MTS induces a variation of the

angle of observation between the source and the receiver, and hence a

variation of the Doppler shifted frequency, so that the received frequency

is in fact a function of source location. The directivity pattern of an MTS is

not therefore given at a single frequency but rather in a frequency interval.

The smaller the ratio M cp/ro , the smaller the frequency interval. It is

therefore necessary to define the concept of directivity for a moving

source. In our study a directivity pattern is a plot of the sound pressure

level as a function of the angle of observation between the source and the

receiver, at the origin (time t=O) of the laser pulse. In other words, all the

parameters such as modulation frequency,laser pulse duration, and initial

distance of observation, are kept constant in a directivity pattern. The only

parameter allowed to change is the initial angle of observation 0o , in the

case of a directivity pattern in the vertical plane, and 40 in the case of a

directivity pattern in the horizontal plane. The frequency content of the

received signal is therefore allowed to change (sometimes drastically) in
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the same directivity pattern. The sound pressure level is obtained by taking

20 times the logarithm based 10 of the ratio of the peak-to-peak pressure

signal received at the hydrophone to a reference value of I VPa. It should be

noted that the shape of the directivity patterns does not change

significantly when rms pressures are used instead of peak-to-peak

pressures. A directivity pattern defined in such a way is very practical

from an experimental standpoint, since it gives an estimate of the sound

pressure level versus angle under the same operating conditions of the

laser.

The vertical directivity of thermoacoustic source is shown in Fig. 26.

The theoretical curves were obtained by running the numerical program

described previously, over several values of the angle 00. The other

parameters were r,= 3 m , 40 00 , a - 13.7 Np/m, and p 0.8 ms. The

circles represent experimental measurements. The left-hand directivity

pattern in Fig. 26 was obtained with a stationary source modulated at 35

kHz while the right-hand one was obtained for a source moving at Mach 1.6

and a modulation frequency of 25 kHz. The experiment confirms that even

though the modulation frequency was lower for the moving source, its

directivity turns out to be sharper than that of the stationary source,

because the received Doppler shifted frequency is greater than f0 by the

Doppler factor. The half-power beamwidth was measured to be 110 for the

stationary source and 70 for the moving source. This agrees well with the

predicted respective values of 110 and 60. Although the source appears at

first glance to be a broadside array whose main lobe should be at 0o -90a,

the presence of the air-water interface produces a tilt in the lobe so that
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there is no pressure at the boundary. The tilt angle for the main lobe was

measured to be 840 for the stationary source and 860 for the supersonic

source. Again this confirms the validity of the model which predicts 830 in

the first case and 850 in the second.

Two experimental directivity patterns in the vertical x-z plane of an

MTS moving at Mach one are shown in Fig. 27. The laser intensity was

modulated at 25 kHz and 35 kHz respectively for the two directivity

patterns, and in both cases the initial coordinates of the MTS were ro = 4 m

and *o = 00. The two curves are very similar which confirms the fact that

the modulation frequency does not play an important role in the directivity

pattern of an MTS moving at transonic velocity. Theoretical curves are not

shown in Fig. 27 because the numerical codes seem to yield unstable results

near Mach one. The reason for this discrepancy has not been determined yet.

It should be emphasized that experimental results for a source moving at

Mach I are highly dependent upon the frequency response of the receiving

hardware (hydrophone-amplifier-filter) which should optimally have a very

large bandwith. However, the H-56 hydrophone used in this experiment has

an upper frequency limit of about 70 kHz (see calibration curves in

Appendix B). Moreover, the correction for the vertical sensitivity of the

hydrophone is very difficult to assess when the received signal is

broadband. Thus quantitative measurements around Mach I are to be taken

cautiously.

The directivity pattern in a plane parallel to the interface between

air and water (x-y plane) will be referred to as a horizontal directivity

pattern. Figure 28 shows the horizontal directivity pattern of an MTS for
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... three different source velocities, but under similar conditions: ro  2 m ,

0P

"='*.':fo = 25kHz and 0o - BO° . When the source is stationary, the measured

.=i acoustic radiation is fairly omnidirectional, as predicted by the theory

-- given by the solid line in Fig. 28(a). The results are normalized by the

pressure signal received at =90o . The theoretical curves were obtained

by running the numerical program described previously, over several values

of the angle 4o. Fig. 28(b), whose scale differs from that of Fig. 28(a),

shows the horizontal directivity pattern of an MTS moving at M = 0.4

towards the receiver, and Fig. 28(c) applies to the case of an MTS moving at

M = 0.5 away from the receiver. In both cases there is reasonable

agreement between theory and experiment and the results show that indeed

acoustic radiation is stronger in the direction of motion of the source. The

theoretical model seems, however, to overestimate the acoustic level in

the direction opposite to the motion of the source and this discrepancy is

not fully understood.

The horizontal directivity pattern of a transonic TS was investigated

experimentally and the result is given in Fig. 29. It shows that more then 30

dB in acoustic amplitude can be gained in the Mech cone where a very strong

broadband signal is emitted by the moving source, as indicated by the upper

time weveform in Fig. 29. Both time waveforms in Fig. 29 are normalized to

unity. When the Doppler shifted wavelength Xd=Xo1l-MsinOocoso1 is of the

order of the leser beam diameter, diffraction effects are obviously

important and e strong diffraction loss is expected to reduce the sound

level. This happens when
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cos +lim =( -2a/Xo)/ M sin 0o (4.7)
.5

that is to say, when *Iim- 320 , and this may be an explanation for the

sudden drop in level around to- 300 . The second waveform shown in

Fig. 29 indicates that for angles o > 4lim (i.e., well outside the Mach

cone), the received pressure waveform is not a strong transient but rather

a waveform modulated at its Doppler shifted frequency. Hence there are

two angular regions associated with transonic source motion. In one region

the waveform is a Mach wave and in the other region the laser modulation

waveform is dominant.

Directivity patterns were also obtained for the case of a long and

narrow thermoacoustic source created by illuminating the water with the

ruby laser (cr=1.5 Np/m). Experimental data are given in Appendix I.

3. Sound level versus Mach number

In another set of measurements we investigated the dependence of

the sound pressure level on the source velocity. The results are shown in

Fig. 30, where the dashed line represents the theoretical predictions

obtained by numerical analysis of the pressure waveforms computed for

several values of the Mach number as seen by the receiver, M = M sinOo

cost.. The general shape of the predicted curve follows the trend of the

experimental data with, however, an unexplained discrepancy in the

amplitude of the sharp peak which occurs around M=1. It is possible that in

the transonic regime, some nonlinear effects, which have not been included
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in the present model, become of significant importance. The results shown

in Fig. 30 are normalized so that both theory and experiment have a value of

0 dB at M=O .In fact the absolute level measured experimentally at M=O was

of 116.7 dB, whereas the theory predicts a level of 109.4 dB. This significant

difference is so far unexplained.

The physical interpretation of the two symmetric dips around M I I is

that diffraction effects due to the finite width of the laser beam become

important and tend to lower significantly the acoustic radiation. In the case

of monochromatic radiation we have seen that the frequency filtering

associated with finite beamwidth effects is given by Eq. (4.6) which shows

that a diffraction loss of 3 dB is expected to occur when

(kd a sinOo/2 )2 _ Ln (10 3/20) (4.8)

that is to say , when M = I ± 5.35 Q , where Q = fo / ( c/a sinGo ) is a

nondimensional frequency. In our experiments Q is 0.0828 so that the 3 dB

points are expected to occur around M = 0.6 and M = 1.4 . As indicated by

Fig. 30, this is confirmed experimentally. When M approaches unity, the

acoustic signal becomes so short that the monochromatic assumption is not

valid any more and thus Eq. (4.6) cannot be used to predict the diffraction

loss. In fact at M = 1, all of the acoustic disturbances emitted during the

motion of the source seem to add coherently , so that a strong transient is

observed at the receiver. A gain of more than 25 dB has been observed over

the amplitude of a stationary laser source of similar characteristics.

The three normalized waveforms shown in the windows of Fig. 30
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indicate the typical behavior of the pressure waveform for the three

regions of the curve. In the first region the thermoacoustic signal is

modulated at its Doppler frequency. When M is further increased,

diffraction effects reduce the acoustic level until the monochromatic

assumption does not hold and a very strong transient is generated as

indicated in the second region. In the third region, when diffraction effects

become negligible, one can observe time-inverted thermoacoustic signals.

4. Spreading curves

The spreading curves shown in Fig. 31 show the sound level

dependence on the distance ro between the thermoacoustic source and the

receiver. These curves are plotted for three different source velocities:

M=O , M=I , and M=1.5. The other parameters of interest are f0 =35 kHz ,

00=840, and #o=O . The predicted spreading curves, indicated by a solid

line in Fig. 31 , were obtained as follows.

In the case of a TS, the predicted spreading curve was obtained from

Eq. (3.32). For the case of an MTS, Eq. (3.32) does not apply becouse the

received frequency is actually time dependent. In Fig. 31, the theoretical

predictions for transonic and supersonic regimes are based on the

assumption that the Doppler shifted wavelength characteristic of the

acoustic radiation is small compared to the distance of observation, so

that spherical spreading (6 dB per doubling distance) dominates over

cylindrical spreading (3 dB per doubling distance). Experimental data

support this assumption very well, as indicated by Fig. 31.
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C.o

C. Conclusions

The acoustic characteristics of a moving thermoacoustic source created

by moving a modulated laser across a fluid-air boundary have been examined

by imagining the source to consist of many line sources sach of which are

excited at successive times corresponding to the motion of the laser source
along its path. In this manner it is possible to construct the acoustic

pressure received by a hydrophone by adding the sound contribution of each

line source with the appropriate delay. The result is a pseudo-convolution

between the impulse response of the system and the acoustic source

strength. This analysis lends itself well to numerical simulation. It is valid
in the nearfield of the thermoacoustic source and, in principle, for any

source velocities. In the case of a stationary source, the impulse response

of the system is fixed in time, so the pressure calculation reduces to a true

convolution. Further, it is possible to include the effect of the finite

beamwidth of the laser beam by convolving the pressure calculated
assuming an infinitesimal beam with the impulse response of the system to
laser heat applied across the beam at a fixed depth in the fluid. Although

this impulse response is a function of the location and velocity of the
source, the corrections produced by the nonstationarity of the source are

small and may be ignored.

Experimental results have been presented which indicate excellent

agreement between the measured and predicted waveforms including the

subsonic, transonic, and supersonic cases. It has been shown that the
waveforms in these three velocity regions differ markedly from one another.
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In the subsonic region the waveform consists of a modulated signal with an

envelope that first grows rapidly and then decays slowly. As the source

velocity increases, the amplitude and frequency of the waveform increase

and the total time of duration decreases. In the supersonic region, the

pressure waveform is very similar to that for the subsonic region, but the

signal is time inverted. This time inversion phenomenon is caused by
moving the source toward the receiver at a speed faster than the speed of

sound. In the transonic region the waveform shows almost no frequency

modulation, but is a very fast negative pulse with smaller leading and

lagging positive exponential tails. Previous analyses 1,26 in which the

pressure field radiated by an MTS is replaced by the pressure field of an

equivalent stationary array, corrected by a Doppler shift, have failed at

transonic source velocities because of neglecting the fact that the Mach

number of the source as seen by the receiver depends on angle and hence

location of the source.

Experimental measurements and theoretical predictions for the

directivity patterns produced by a moving laser source were shown to be in

good agreement. These results were presented for both the horizontal and

vertical planes. The results also show that near transonic source velocity

the modulation frequency of the laser is not a significant determinant of the

directivity pattern. Below and above transonic source velocity, the

modulation frequency has a direct effect on the directivity pattern; a

narrower beam is produced as the modulation frequency increases.

Experimental results and theoretical predictions were also presented

for the sound pressure level as a function of the source velocity as seen by a
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hydrophone at a fixed position. These results show the largest discrepancy

of all of the theory and experiment comparisons. Although the curves have a

similar shape there is a notable and large disagreement near Mach one.

Experimentally, large acoustic signals were observed near transonic source

velocity, with amplification of almost 20 dB above the levels in the

subsonic and supersonic region, and more than 30 dB in the horizontal

directivity pattern in the direction of motion of the source. Theoretically,

the predicted amplification at transonic velocity is much smaller than the

one measured experimentally. This suggests that there may be nonlinear

mechanisms which b2come important near Mach one and which have not been

included in the physical model. More work is necessary to explain the exact

nature of this discrepancy.

Finally, experimentel results for the spreading of the moving and

stationary laser source were compared to theoretical predictions. It was

shown that in the nearfield, the laser source exhibits cylindrical spreading,

then switches over to spherical spreading in the farfield. These results

agree well with physical intuition.
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CHAPTER V

THE DOPPLER SHIFT OF AN ACOUSTIC SOURCE MOVING

AT TRANSONIC VELOCITY 2 4

In order to improve the intrinsically low efficiency of the conversion

by thermal expansion, of light into sound, Soviet ph sicists have

studied2 B- 3 2 ,ve,'j closely the sound field radiated by a thermoacoustic

source moving at transonic velocity. They have shown experimentally that

indeed a substantial gain in sound level occurs when the source is moving

transonically. This has also been confirmed experimentally in the previous

chapter. It is a striking fact, however, that most theories which rely on the

Doppler shift to account for the motion of the source break down at

transonic source velocity. The reason for this is that, according to

classical theory, the Doppler shift associated with an acoustic source

moving at constant velocity induces a straining of the time coordinate, as

perceived at the receiver. This time straining is described by

t'= t (I - M cos) , (51)

where t' denotes the time coordinate in the fixed frame of reference

(receiver), t is the time coordinate in the moving frame of reference

(source), M is the Mach number of the source, and 0 is the angle between the

direction of motion of the source and the direction of observation. At
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transonic velocities, t' can assume a value of zero, in which case all the

acoustic energy emitted by the source is received in an infinitesimal

increment of time. This *mplies an infinite instantaneous power which is

not physically realizable. The object of this chapter is to use the method of

characteristics to find the exact Doppler shift of a transonic source. Two

cases are considered: a point source and a line source of finite length, both

moving rectilinearly towards or away from a point receiver.

A. Point source

I. Characteristics

Consider o point source moving at constant velocity in a straight

line, as shown in Fig. 32. Let us assume that the source is emitting a

rectangular pulse of duration tp. This simplification is justified by the fact

that we are primarily concerned with time scales and not wave shapes. The

present analysis is not, however, restricted to transient sources. It is

understood that tp is just a characteristic time of the acoustic emission.

The Doppler factor D may then be described as the ratio of the pulse

duration ip recorded at the receiver to the pulse duration t emitted by the

source.

D= C/P(5.2)

Note that :, and therefore D, are allowed to take on negative values which
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5.

is what will happen at supersonic source velocities. It is an effect of the

time reversel phenemenon which occurs when a source is moving faster

then the disturbances it generates.

Another quantity relevant to the motion of an acoustic source is the

Doppler gain G, defined by

G =I/DI (5.3)

The gain cen be explained in terms of conservation of energy. The motion of

the source induces a change in the time scales, but the net energy flux at

the receiver is unchanged. The everage power in the received signal must

change accordingly then. Reducing the received pulse duration therefore

increases the everage received power by the factor G. It is important to

note that, if the source is directional, the motion of the source induces a

redistribution of energy as a function of angle of observation, and thus the

gain G is not just the gain in amplitude of the acoustic pressure. This

dependence of the source directivity properties as seen by the receiver, on

source motion, makes the problem much more complicated and it is beyond

the scope of the analysis presented in this chapter. Time inversion has no

effect on the gain G, since only its amplitude has a significant meaning. This

is why en absolute value was introduced in Eq. (5.3).

The problem is therefore to find the pulse duration tp recorded at

the receiver. A convenient approach for solving this problem is to use the

method of characteristics which consists of finding the time of arrivel of

each wavelet coming from the source during its motion along the x-exis.
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The results are plotted in the x-t plane.

Let us define tR(x) as the time of arrival at the receiver of a wavelet

emitted when the source was at a distance x from the origin. The zero of

time is chosen for convenience to coincide with the zero of space, i.e., t=O

when the source is at x-O. Then tR(x) can be expressed as follows:

tR(x) - (x/v) + (rx/c) (5.4)

where c is the sound speed in the medium and rx is the distance between the

source and the receiver when the source is at a distance x from the origin.

It can easily be shown that

x211/2

tR(x;M) = (x/Mc) c 1 r0 2 -2rx cos 1  , (5.5)

where the subscript o refers to an initial value (x-O; t=O), and M=v/c is the

Mach number of the source. Note that coseo corresponds to sinG0 cos# in

the notation of Chapter IV. The slope of the characteristics tR(x;M) in the

x-t plane may be found by differentiating Eq. (5.5) with respect to x. It is

found that

d/dx [ tR(x) I = (1-tM cosGx )/v (5.6)

where Ox indicates that the angle of observation G depends on the source

location x. If M is a constant along the source path, M cos0 x is a nonlinear

function of the spatial coordinate x. This means that, in general, the
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characteristics are curved.

Subsonic, transonic, and supersonic regimes may be defined from the

slopes of the characteristics. Equation (5.6) shows that a negative slope can

occur only if M > I/cose x , i.e., only at supersonic velocities. If the source

is moving at supersonic velocity, but has already passed over the receiver

and is moving away from it, cose x is negative and therefore the slope is

positive. The transonic regime occurs only for M - I/cose x , i.e., when the

slope is zero. In the Soviet literature, cosE=W/M is sometimes referred to

as the Cerenkov direction. The subsonic regime occurs for positive slopes

of the characteristics. The characteristics tR(x;M) are plotted in Fig. 33 for

various values of the Mach number M.

In the limit of x >> ro , Ox approaches ir, and from Eq. (5.6), the slope

of the characteristics goes to a maximum value of (1/v + 1/c). The

interpretation of this result is that both subsonically and supersonically

moving point sources do not induce time-inversion on the receiver

woveform, once they are moving away from the receiver. Regardless of

the source speed, supersonic or subsonic, wavelets emitted at a given

time will arrive at the receiver before those emitted a short time later.

For supersonically moving sources, the time gap between the two wavelets

is accentuated because the later wavelet has so much farther to travel.

It therefore seems appropriate to make a distinction between a

supersonic source and a source that is seen as supersonic by the receiver.

In the first case, the Mach number of the source is such that M cos o > I,

whereas in the second case, time inversion occurs and the slope of the
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characteristic is negative. This distinction is emphasized in Fig. 33 by

indicating the region of time inversion.

Also of interest is the locus of the points of zero slope in the

characteristics, i.e., the transonic region. From Eq. (5.5), we can set d/dx

tR(x) = 0, and obtain the following equation for the points of zero slope:

xt - ro cos8 o [1 - I (cos- 20 - I )/(M2-1) ] (5.7)

The transonic region Is indicated by the dashed line on Fig. 33.

Another interesting parameter is the distance xc at which the

characteristics cross the line tR = ro/c . Wavelets emitted from this

location will arrive at the receiver simultaneously with those emitted at

x = O, t = 0. Clearly, xc exists only for a source moving at supersonic speed,

and xc Is always greater than xt. It Is possible to solve for xc by setting

tR(xc) = ro/c in Eq. (5.5). It is found that, provided M > 1/coseo ,

SXc2roM ((McosO -1)/(M2 - 1)1 (5.8)

2. Pulse duration

The x-t plane is a convenient way to find the received pulse duration and

therefore the corresponding Doppler shift. First let us define xN as the

distance traveled by the source during the pulse duration, xN = v tp . Since
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tp(x) is the time of arrival of a wavelet coming from x, the set of all tR(x)

f or 0 ix N, written as tR(OsxtxN), subsequently represents the time gap

"

between the arrivals of all wavelets emitted during the motion of the

source. The recorded pulse duration tp is the difference between the

maximum and the minimum values of the set. In other words, tp is the

projection on the time axis of the characteristic for a given Mach number,

over all x, such that o _ x x.

p= Projt [tR(O 1 x . xN) (5.9)

From Eqs. (5.2) and (5.3), it is clear that in order for the Doppler gain

to be infinite, it is necessary for t. to be zero. This requires all of the

wavelets emitted by the source to be received simultaneously, i.e., that the

characteristic be a straight line at tR = ro/c . From Eq. (5.6), we see that
the characteristic cannot be a horizontal line unless M cose x is equal to

unity. For a source moving at uniform Mach number, this requires Ox to be a

constant, and the only geometry which permits Ox to be constant places the

receiver directly on the path of the source. If the source is not constrained

to move at a constant Mach number, other geometries which permit tp to be

zero are possible, but this would violate the assumption of a source moving

at constant velocity, and the preceding analysis would be invalid. Hence,

unless the receiver is directly on the path line of the source, t and the

Doppler gain are always finite. If the receiver is on the source path line, it

is necessary to include diffraction effects induced by the finite dimension

of any real physical source, in order to prove that, in reality, the received
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pulse duration cannot be less then the transit time across the source and,

hence, that the Doppler gain is still bounded.

If we restrict the analysis to the case of a source moving at constant

velocity, it is straightforward to find an analytical expression for the

received pulse duration and the corresponding Doppler factor.

First, consider subsonic motion of the point source. As mentioned

earlier, when M < I/cosi o , the slope of the characteristic is always

positive. This means that the order of arrival of the wavelets at the

receiver remains unchanged as compared to their order of emission. In this

case, the "projection operator" defined by Eq. (5.9) is simply

ICp tR(XN) - tR(O) (5.10)

where

xN= M c t (5.11)

Combining with Eq. (5.5) yields

p= (XN/v) c- I ro2 -2 roxNcOSeo+xN 2 - (ra/c) (5.12)

Substituting Eq. (5.12) into Eq. (5.2) yields an expression for the Doppler

factor:

D = 1 + (M/xN) ro2 - 2 raxN case o  XN2 - (ro/ctE) (5.13)

0~~~= Ox 
=so

Defining a nondimensional distance % = re/ct p (this quantity can also be
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regarded as an inverse nondimensional pulse duration, or a nondimensional

frequency), we finally rewrite the Doppler factor in the form

D= I-Ro[I - 1 1-2(M/R o) cos0 o +(M/Re) 2 ] (5.14)

Equation (5.14) gives a practical estimate of the Doppler factor of a moving

source, when one wants to take into account the change in angle of

observation as the source is moving. As an example, the received pulse

duration was measured in the study of moving thermoacoustic sources, and

it was compared with the predicted value of D tp (see Eq. (5.2)). The

Doppler shift D was computed first assuming that the angle of observation

e was constant during the motion of the source, and second, in the more

accurate way described by Eq. (5.14). Figure 34 shows that Eq. (5.14) fits

the date better then the simple estimate D -1 - M cos 1o . The experimental

date were obtained from the study of the horizontal directivity described

in Section IV.6. The Mach number of the source was 0.4, the radius of

observation was 2 m, the depth of the receiver was 0.35 m (00=800), and

the modulation frequency was 25 kHz. This simple experiment shows that

Eq. (5.14) is useful in some practical cases.

Next, consider supersonic motion of the source. In this case, the

problem is more complicated since the slope of the characteristics is

negative until x = xt; then it becomes positive (see Fig. 33). Therefore the

projection operation defined by Eq. (5.9) can be expressed analytically as

follows.
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If XN i xt P tR(XN.) -tR(O)(55)

if x1 i x i xc , = tR$xt) -tR(O) (5.15b)

If XN) xc j = tR(XN~) -tR(xt) (5.15c)

where xN, xt, and xc are defined by Eqs. (5.1 1), (5.7), and (5.8). The Doppler

shift can be expressed explicitly by making use of Eqs. (5.5) and (5.7). The

results are summorized below in nondimensionel form.

For xN i xt,

1 1- v I - 2(M/R) cose E .o(M/R0)2 J . (56)

For xt IxN i xc

D1 R0 (cosOO/M) -(nO/1i I) sin~0 y' -
(5.16b)

For xN > xc

2= D 0 -oD (5.16c)

Notice that Eq. (5.14) end Eq.(5.16a) ore identical. By examining the forfield

limit of the solutions given in Eqs. (5.14) end (5.16), it is possible to

compare the results above to the classical solution. It is necessary to toke

the forfield limit because there is an implicit assumption in the classical
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solution that the angle of observation 0 is independent of source location.

...-.....-~~~~~ t, ,.,, . , , . i e., in.. .. th .af d .I, th

This assumption is only valid if ro? p~ ~. ntefril.i h
ferfield limit, Eq. (5.16a) applies end hence Eq. (5.14) describes the Doppler

shift for any Maech number and any source location.

Expanding the square root in Eq. (5.14) in terms of the smell

perameter (M/R0) end retaining only first order terms, yields

D I- M cos 0  "(5.17)

02

which is the standerd form for the Doppler factor. Note that, for M

1/coseo0  the gain becomes infinite. With the exception of the previously

discussed cese of a source moving et Mach 1 on a straight line towards the

receiver, the infinite gain disappears when higher order terms are reteined

in Eq. (5.14). Hence, in the f arf ield, the analysis presented here recovers the
stendard form but, with only one exception, the analysis guarentees finite

Doppler gein.

It is also interesting to note thet, at least for subsonic velocities,33

the received pulse duration can be expressed in the following manner:

XN

rt= f (dtR/dx) dx .(5.18)

0

Substituting Eq. (5.6) yields
xN

Df 1- N) 3n Mece E dx t D(5.19)

0
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which clearly shows that the global Doppler shift (over the whole path of

the source) is an overage of the Doppler shifts for each position of the

source along its path. The integral in Eq. (5.19) can be evaluated by

expressing cosEx in terms of x. It can easily be shown from the geometrg

t hat

rCos - x
cos o . .(5.20)Cos r r s

Note that when the source has passed over the receiver, cose < 0 so that

Eq. (5.20) still applies. Combining Eqs. (5.19) and (5.20) leads as expected to

Eq. (5.14), which in turn reduces to the standard form of the Doppler factor,

Eq. (5.17), provided that ro >> ct.

iP

Equetions (5.2), (5.14), end (5.15) hove been used together with

Eqs. (5.5), (5.7), (5.8), and (5.11) to compute the Doppler factor and therefore

the gaini of a moving pcoint source. Figure 35 shows a three-dimensional plot

of the gain G versus Mach number and nondimensional pulse duration T0

0-

expressi(R 1 . The initial angle E) was set to 450. It can be seen fromrr

Fig. 35 thet for any Mech number, the ocoustic response observed et the

receiver is alweys finite. Also of interest is the fact that the maximum

gain in Fig. 35 occurs at a Mach number which depends on the
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nondimensional parameter R., whereas one would have expected from the

classical theory an infinite response occuring always at M = I/cose o. The

object of the next paragraph is to find, for a given value of Ro, the Mach

number which will minimize the Doppler factor, or maximize the Doppler

gain.

3. Maximum gain and optimum Mach number

It has been shown previously that the gain of a point source moving at

any constant velocity is always bounded, except for 0=0. This result leads

to questions about whether it is possible to predict the value of the

maximum gain and the value of Mach number at which the peak occurs. These

answers are easily found numerically, but in this ,dragraph, we instead

develop an analytical scheme for prediction purposes.

First, consider the case of a source moving at a subsonic velocity.

The maximum gain G* may be found by differentiating Eq. (5.14) with

respect to M, to find a value of the Mach number M*, which minimizes the

Doppler factor to a value D*. From Eq. (5.14) it is shown that

M* =R cos 00 (5.21)

Substituting M* into Eq. (5.14) yields

D*= I - Ro ( I - sin 00) (5.22)
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and

G* - t 1- R( I - sin c)E . (5.23)

Note that the assumption M < I/cose90 con be combined with Eq. (5.23) to

show that this estimation scheme is valid only if

Ro < I/cos 2e0  (5.24)

Next, consider the case of a source.moving at M > I/cose o . In this

case, the differentiation procedure discussed above is not analytically

simple and it seems more appropriate to apply some physical insight. From

Eqs. (5.2) and (5.3) the maximum gain occurs when the received pulse

duration is minimum. The received pulse duration is minimized if xN < xt ,

but then this implies that the source at no time appears to the receiver to

be moving transonically. Since we expect the gain to be maximized close to

the transonic region, we therefore require xN > xt . Given this constraint,

• is minimized at a constant value , provided xN is between xt and xc.

Although t does not very if xN is in the range xt _ xN xc , the pulse

duration in the frame of the source, tp , increases as xN increases. Because

we wish to minimize the Doppler factor, Eq. (5.2) suggests that we went to

maximize t within the range that produces the minimum acceptable t,. We

therefore choose xN = xc.By recoiling that xN=Mc tp , and using Eq. (5.8), we

get
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M* R. cosE o t (R cose0)2 - 2R0 +1 (5.25)

The negative root in Eq. (5.25) has to be discarded because Eq. (5.8)

indicates that, for any Mach number, xc > 2 ro coseo , so M* must be larger

then Ro cose0 . By substituting Eq. (5.25) into Eq. (5.15b), it is found that D*

is given by

O*= RO (coseo/M*) - (sineo/M*IM*-l) - I + (M*sino/Nt*M*-1) ]

(5.26)

The maximum gain G* is given by 1 / ID*l . Equation (5.25) can be applied

only if the argument of the square root is greater or equal to zero. It can be

shown that this implies

Ro ( 1 sine0 )/cos2ego  (5.27)
b ."

If inequality (5.27) is not satisfied, one has to use a different prediction

scheme.

Table III shows a comparison between the estimated values of G* and

M* supplied by Eq. (5.25) and the inverse of D* in Eq. (5.26), and numerically

determined values. For values of Ro such that

Sl/cos 2e o i Ro (l+sineo)/cos 2eo  , (5.28)
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TABLE III

OPTIMUM MACH NUMBER AND GAIN AS A FUNCTION

OF NONDIMENSIONAL PULSE DURATION

o = 150 Mach number Gain (dB) (*)

To  Ro  estimated computed estimated computed

.3 3.33 1.05 1.06 23.2 22.9

.5 2.0 1.08 1.08 18.6 18.5

.7 1.43 1.16 1.15 12.7 12.8

.9 1.11 1.07 1.04 7.5 7.5

1.0 1.0 0.97 0.97 5.9 5.9

1.5 0.67 0.64 0.65 3.0 3.0

2.0 0.5 0.48 0.49 2.0 2.0

3.0 0.33 0.32 0.33 1.2 1.2

(*) Gain (dB) = 10 loglo (G)

R= c ro

-:T (o= Ro)-I
=112
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we have used the prediction scheme based on Eqs. (5.21) to (5.23). Although

Eq. (5.24) is violated for the range of values of Ro (1.07 _ Ro 1 1.35), this

method still yields a reasonable estimate for the optimum gain and Mach

number of a moving source. This is due to the fact that M* is a slowly

varying function of Ro . As indicated in Table Ill, good agreement exists for

a wide range of nondimensional pulse durations. Hence it is possible to

estimate the maximum gain of a moving point source , based on a pulse

duration analysis.

B. Line source

The analysis of the Doppler shift of a point source may be extended to

the more realistic case of an acoustic array of finite length L moving at

constant velocity v = Mc in the +x direction. The approach is similar to the

one used above. The method of characteristics is used to study the pulse

duration recorded at the fixed point receiver and consequently, the Doppler

shift and the Doppler gain induced by the motion of the source.

1. Characteristics

Consider a line source of length L which moves at constant velocity

perpendicular to its axis past a fixed point receiver as shown in Fig. 36. For

the sake of simplicity, it is assumed as in Section V.A that the source is

emitting a rectangular pulse of duration tp. It is convenient to define the

leading edge (first wavelet) and the trailing edge (last wavelet) of the
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pulse being received at the observation point. Let tm(x) be the time of

arrive] of the first wavelet emitted by the source when it was at a

distance x from the origin; and similarly let tM(x) be the time of arrivel of

the last wavelet emitted when the source was at location x. Again we

choose the origin of time to coincide with the origin of the source emission

at x = 0 .The first wavelet emanates from the source location which is

closest to the receiver. Let us denote by rm(x) the corresponding minimum

distance. Similerly the lost wavelet comes from the point on the line

source farthest from the receiver. The corresponding distance will be

denoted rM(x). Both rm(x) and rM(x) are shown in Fig. 36. Using the

def ini ti ons of rm(x) end rM(x), we have

tm(x) =(x/Y) + rm(x)/cJ (5.29)

and

tM(x) =(x/v) + rM(x)/c I .(5.30)

Let us define the time t(x) es a characteristic time of the "verticel

diffraction" across the line source:

t(x) =tM(x) - tm(x) (5.31)

Combining Eq. (5.31) with Eqs. (5.29) end (5.30) yields
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r(x) = [ rM(x) - rm(x) c / c (5.32)

This vertical diffraction time represents the time gap between the arrivals

of the wavelets coming from the closest and farthest points of the line

source, when it is at a distance x from the origin. From elementary

geometrical considerations, it can be seen that c(x) increases as the source

nears the receiver, and decreases as the source moves away from the

receiver. Note that a minimum pulse duration that can be observed at the

receiver is always greater than zero, whether the source moves or is

stationary. This implies that the Doppler gain will always be finite, even if

the receiver is in the path of motion of the source.

If the line source is viewed as an array of an infinite number of point

sources, then the received pulse duration may be considered as having two

contributing factors: the pulse duration associated with a moving point

source, and the vertical diffraction time. The time coordinate straining due

to the motion of a point source was discussed in Section V.A. It remains

then to use these results to determine the characteristics of a line source.

The line source geometry may be divided into three cases, each of which is

treated separately below: the short array, the array of length comparable

to the receiver depth, and the long array.

First consider a short source as defined by L/h < I , where h is the

depth of the receiver. By referring to Fig. 36, one can see that the nearest

": point to the receiver is the point at the deep end of the source, and that the

farthest point from the receiver is the point located at z = 0 . If em(x) and

GM(x) are the angles formed between the direction of motion and the
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vectors to the receiver from the nearest and farthest points on the source,

respectively, when it is located at position x, then

d/dx [rm(x)I - cos Om(X) (5.33)

and

d/dx [rM(x)= - cos OM(x) (5.34)

Equations (5.33) and (5.34) are valid even if the source has passed over the

receiver. Combining Eqs. (5.33) and (5.34) with Eqs. (5.29) and (5.30) yields

d/dx(tm) I 1 1 - M cos em(x) I v (5.35)

and

d/dx (tM)=[ I - M cos OM(X) / v (5.36)

From Eqs. (5.35) and (5.36), the characteristics of a short array may be

drawn. As in the point source case, the characteristics are in general

curved.

Next, consider an array whose length is comparable to the depth of

the receiver. Such a source is defined by I i L/h < 2 . In this case, the

shortest distance between the array and the receiver is the distance from

the array point located at the same depth as the receiver. Let us denote this

distance by rl(x) and the angle to the receiver as el(x). Then
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rm(x) =r 1L(x) .(5.37)

Under these conditions,

d/dx (rm) =-Cos 01.(X) ,(5.38)

and

d/dx (rM) z cos EOM(x) .(5.39)

This leads to the following slopes for the cheracteristics:

d/dt (tin) I ( - M COS 01 (X) J/v ,(5.40)

and

d/dx (tM) I ( - M Cos eM(x) I/v .(5.41)

Note that Eqs. (5.40) end (5.41) ere identical to Eqs. (5.35) end (5.36) with

the transformation em e1L

Finally consider the cese of e long line source ( /h 1 2 ).Now the

shortest distence to the receiver is thet from the source point loceted et

the seine depth, end the longest distence is from the deepest source point.

Reteining the definition of OM es the engle essociated with the vector from
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the farthest source point to the receiver, Eqs. (5.40) and (5.41) are still

valid.

Figure 37 shows the cheracteristics of a line source by showing the

characteristics associated with motion of the nearest and farthest points

from the receiver. The characteristics for each point resemble Fig. 33

closely, and it is possible for each source location on the line source to

define xt and xC. For a given Mech number, the time separation between the

two characteristics corresponding to the two location is t(x).

An interesting phenomenon occurs when 1/cosem < M < l/cosem . In this

case, time reverse] occurs on wavelets coming from the point source

closest to the receiver (i.e., the slope of tm(x) is negative), while no time

reversal effects the wavelets coming from the ferthest point of the line

source (i.e., the slope of tM(x) is still positive). This 'partial time

inversion" region is the smooth transition from apparently subsonic to

apparently supersonic behavior, as seen by the receiver. It is therefore the

transonic region. This phenomenon can elso be understood as a phase

inversion affecting only wevelets coming from e certein pert of the line

source. This suggests the possibility of reshuffling the wavelets between

the source end the receiver. If a source is emitting e signal which varies

with its depth, for example, the sequence A, B, C, D, E, then it seems

possible to receive the sequence A, D, C, B, E. This mey possibly heve some

applications in signel encryption.
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2. Pulse duration

As discussed in the case of a point source, it is convenient to describe

the emission at the source as a rectangular pulse of duration tp during

which the source travels a distance xN = v . Since c(x) has been defined

as the time duration of the disturbance generated by the source when it

was at a distance x from the origin, t(Oix<xN) subsequently represents the

time gap between the arrivals of all wavelets emitted during the motion of

the source. Therefore the received pulse duration C is the projection on

the time axis of t(O.x.xN). As usual, the Doppler factor is the straining of

the time coordinate due to the motion of the source. It is given by

AP

D (5.42)

t+ (O)

where E(O) is the vertical diffraction time at the origin. Note that Eq. (5.42)

differs from Eq. (5.2) for the point source because the finite extent of the

line source will cause the received pulse to spread in time.

The received pulse duration can be expressed in analytical form by

examining the characteristics to determine their projection on the time

axis. As in the point source case, a distinction must be made between a line

source which appears to the receiver to be moving subsonically and a line

source which seems to be moving supersonically.

If M < l/cosem(O) then the entire line source appears to the receiver
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to be moving subsonically. Another way of stating this is to say that the

characteristic for each point on the line source has a positive slope. For a

moving line source of this type, the earliest arrival of sound comes from

the first wavelet emitted by the point source nearest to the receiver. The

latest sound comes from the last wavelet emitted by the point source

farthest from the receiver. Hence

p tM(XN) - tm(O) (5.43)

If I/cosem(O) < M < 1/cosEM(O) , the characteristic tM(x) has always a

positive slope, whereas the slope of tm(x) is negative for x < Xtm and

positive for x > Xtm. Here Xtm denotes the location at which the nearest

point source appears to be moving at transonic velocity. It may be found

from Eq. (5.7). It is therefore necessary to consider two cases in order to

evaluate the received pulse duration tP. The cases depend on the distance

xN traveled by the source. If xN < Xtm , the first wavelet that reaches the

receiver arrives at time tm(XN) (see Fig. 37). Similarly, the last wavelet

that reaches the receiver arrives at time tM(xN) . However, if XN Xtm , the

time of arrival of the first wavelet is tm(xtm) and the last wavelet still

reaches the receiver at tM(XN). The received pulse duration is therefore

given by Eqs. (5.44) and (5.45).

If xN< xtm

=- tM(XN) - tm(XN) (5.44)
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It' j~42 Xm, t(9N~) -tm(xtm) .(5.45)

If M > I/cosem(O) ,then the entire line source appears to the receiver

to be moving supersonically at time t=O. This implies that the

characteristic of each point source starts out with a negative slope. Two

different cases depending on xN, must be investigated. As shown in Fig. 37,

if xN I Xtm, the time of arrival at the receiver of the first wavelet is given

by tm(xN), whereas the time of arrival of the lest wavelet is tM(O).

However, if xN 2 xtm , Fig. 37 shows that the times of arrivel of the first

end lost wavelets are, respectively, tm(xtm) and tM(KN). The received pulse

duration is therefore given by Eqs. (5.46) and (5.47).

If xN < Xtm,

t WO) tm(xN)

If x 1xtm,

p= tM(N) - tm(xtm) (5.47)

Note that in all of these cases, subsonic and supersonic, the received pulse

duration is greater than the vertical diffraction time at the origin, .(O).

From Eq. (5.42) and the definition of the Doppler gain, Eq. (5.3), we may

determine an upper bound for the gain of
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6 < I + I /(O) .(5.48)

Hence, a line source moving at any Mach number will always produce a

finite gain at the receiver. For a point source t(0) = 0, and we recover the

result that G < c i.e., that the Doppler gain is finite.

A computer program has been written to evaluate the gain associated r.

with an acoustic line source of finite length moving at constant velocity.

Figures 38(a) and 38(b) are three dimensional plots showing the Doppler

gain as a function of both Mach number and pulse duration. The length of the

array was set to L = 0.01 m in Fig. 38(a), and L = 0.1 m in Fig. 38(b). In each

case, the receiver's coordinates were x = 4 m, y = 0 m, and z = 4 m, (see

Fig. 36.). The pulse duration varied between tp = 0.02 ms and tp = 2 ms; in

nondimensional form, this means that TO = ct/r o varied from 0.005 to

0.525.

As expected from the previous discussion, the gain associated with

the motion of the source is always finite. It is also interesting to note that

the finite length of the array introduces some "damping" into the response.

Figure 38(a) shows a noticeably sharper peak in the gain than Fig. 38(b)

which is at the same scale. This can be explained by noticing that the longer

the source, the longer its "vertical diffraction time", and therefore the

more time spreading in the response, and the lower the gain.
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C. Conclusions

It has been shown that the Doppler gain associated with a point

source moving at constant velocity in a line past a point receiver is always

finite, even when the source is moving at transonic velocity. The only

exception is when the source is moving straight at the receiver. In this

case, it is necessary to include the diffraction effects induced by the finite

dimensions of any real source, in order to argue that the Doppler gain is

still bounded.

A simple analytical prediction scheme has been used to find the

maximum gain and the optimum Mach number for a moving point source. The

results are valid for the case of a source passing over the receiver. In

addition, simple expressions have been developed by examining the source

characteristics for the Doppler shifts associated with a source moving at

constant velocity.

The results for a moving point source were extended to include the .

case of a moving line source. The analysis of the Doppler shift for a line

source of finite length, moving at constant velocity in a straight line, are

very much like those of a point source. The Doppler gain is finite for all
Mach numbers, including transonic,and the Mach number which produces the

maximum gain is a function of the nondimensional distance o=ro/ct p. It

was also shown that the Doppler gain of an acoustic array moving at

constant velocity decreases with the array length. Finally, it was shown

that even in the case of a line source moving at transonic velocity directly

toward a point receiver, the Doppler gain is always finite.
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Although the present analysis is carried out for the case of a

transient pulse emission of finite duration at the source, the results con *

easily be extended to the case of any arbitrary source function. In the

analysis, the pulse duration plays the role of a characteristic time, such as

the period for the case of monochromatic signals.

'2
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CHAPTER VI

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS

The thermoacoustic mechanism of sound generation by a laser pulse

beamed into water has been investigated, both theoretically and

experimentally, for both stationary and moving sources. The theoretical

model is based on the linear Westervelt-Larson equation5 describing

therrloacoustic sound generation for an inviscid medium containing a heat

source =h as a laser beam in water. A time domain analysis is developed

in order to find the pressure field radiated by the thermoacoustic source.

The acoustic pressure is expressed as a convolution type summation

between the impulse response of the system and the thermoacoustic source

strength (time derivative of the laser intensity). Although this approach

requires in most cases the use of a computer, it offers several advantages:

(1) It is valid in the nearfield of the source and this has been verified

experimentally. (2) It is also valid for any source velocities, because the

Doppler shift associated with the motion of the source appears naturally

within the "pseudo-convolution". (3) Although the analysis presented here is

restricted to the common case of a laser beam with a Gaussian cross

section intensity distribution, with an exponential shading along the beam

penetration axis, the model can be extended to any laser intensity profile.

(4) The impulse response of a thermoacoustic source is a useful tool in

analyzing the acoustic response to thermoacoustic transient phenomena

such as extremely short laser pulses or Mach waves produced by a laser
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beam moving at high velocity. It turns out that these transient signals are

among the most promising ways to generate reasonably high

thermoacoustic levels.

Experimental results were obtained with a laser system providing up

to 5 joules of energy over a pulse duration of approximately 1 ms, during

which the intensity was modulated at a single frequency between 5 and 80

kHz. Most of the experimental results were obtained with a

Neodymium-Glass laser (optical wavelength 1.06 Vim), so that the

thermoacoustic source length in water was fairly short (-O.lm). Some

experimental results are also given for the case of a long (-Im)

thermoacoustic source which was obtained by using a ruby laser (optical

wavelength 0.6943 pIm).

The main experimental results can be grouped into four categories:

pressure waveforms, directivity patterns, sound level dependence on

source velocity, and spreading curves. Source velocities up to Mach 2 were

investigated with special attention to the case of transonic velocity. In

general, the experimental results are in good agreement with theoretical

predictions, and this confirms the validity of the Westervelt-Larson model

even for supersonic velocities.

Finally, the Doppler shift of an acoustic source moving at transonic

velocity was analyzed theoretically by taking into account the time

dependence of the angle of observation between the source and the receiver.

It was shown that this time dependence removes the singularity which

occurs in the standard theory, when the source is moving at transonic

velocity. It was also shown that, in the case of a line source, the transition
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between subsonic and supersonic regimes is a region where only wavelets

coming from a certain part of the source are time-inverted, whereas the

rest of the wavelets are not. This partial time inversion suggests the

possibility of reshuffling the wavelets in a signal and this may have some

applications in signal encryption. Future work on this topic should also

include diffraction effects due to the finite size of the source, and

non-rectilinear motion of the source to analyze path curvature, source

acceleration, caustics and focusing effects.

The results reported in this study show that, in general, the

experimental results are in good agreement with the theoretical

predictions. The major discrepancy was found to be that the theoretical

model underestimates by a significant amount the measured acoustic level

when the source is moving at transonic velocity. However, the predicted

waveform is in reasonable agreement with the measured waveform. It was

found experimentally that by moving the source at transonic velocity, a gain

of about 20 dB could be expected, and a very strong broadband pressure

transient was generated. A sound pressure level of 152 dB re I pPa at I m
was measured for such a Mach wave. This high level shows that the low

frequency components of the broadband signal can propagate at fairly large

ranges before being absorbed. The theoretical model predicts that in the

vicinity of Mach one, diffraction effects become predominant and actually

tend to ruin the efficiency of the process. Although diffraction effects

.z were clearly observed around Mach one, it is not fully understood why the

theoretical model underestimates the measured level. A possible

explanation2 7  is that nonlinear effects, such as the temperature
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dependence of the thermodynamic coefficient p, become important and

cannot be neglected.

The surprisingly high thermoacoustic levels measured at transonic

source velocity indicate that, at least for sonar applications, future work

should focus on laser induced Mach waves. It has been suggested12 ,2 6 ,3 4

that the acoustic disturbance generated by a transonic thermoecoustic

source is identical to the one generated by a stationary source of the same

optical energy but delivered over an extremely short period ot time.

Although this is approximately true for an observer very far from the

source, there is still a major advantage in using a moving source instead of

a stationary source: The region of the medium which absorbs the heat

produced by the laser beam is spread over the laser path length whereas in

the case of a stationary source it is localized to the laser beam cross

section. This means that the maximum energy density acceptable before

surface evaporation or explosive boiling occurs in the medium is much

higher in the case of a moving source than for a stationary source. In fact

it is increased by a factor vp/2a , where v is the source velocity, tp the
p- p

laser pulse duration, and 2a the beam diameter.

There are several reasons for choosing the thermoacoustic

mechanism of laser sound generation over other mechanisms such as

surface evaporation, explosive boiling, or optical breakdown. Although

these other mechanisms are intrinsically more efficient than the

thermoacoustic mechanism, 2 ,35 ,3 6 ,37  they cannot produce narrow

directional sound beams. Moreover these energy conversion mechanisms are

still not very well understood. It seems therefore safer to use the
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thermoacoustic process and to push its upper limit by scanning the laser

beam at high velocities. The strongest acoustic signal that can be generated

by a moving thermoacoustic source occurs when the laser beam is moving

at transonic velocity. However it should be emphasized that in this case the

recorded acoustic signal has a very short duration so that the information

content in the signal is limited. Also the high frequencies of such a pulse

are attenuated very quickly in the water as the signal propagates. This

problem can be overcome by finding judicious ways of depositing the heat

source in the medium.

A possible design which has been investigated in detail both

theoretically and experimentally by Soviet physicists,35 consists of using a

stationary laser source delivering a periodic train of very short laser

pulses, separated in time by an arbitrary delay To. This is achieved for

instance by Q-switching the laser source. In this design, a strong and

directional acoustic disturbance of main frequency component I/To , is

* expected to propagate at long distances under water. As shown in

reference 38, this design increases by a factor of about four the

thermoacoustic intensity over that of a standard monochromatic

modulation system. However the- upper limit of the energy density

acceptable to stay within the range of the thermal mechanism of sound

generation is limited by the fact that the source is stationary.

A more sophisticated design has recently been suggested by Pierce and

Hsieh.39 It consists of splitting the laser beam into several beams,

separated by an arbitrary distance X0 on the surface of the water, and all

moving at a slightly supersonic velocity. The theoretical analysis, which is
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based on a very general acoustic pumping principle,4 0 predicts that this

configuration allows a very strong quasi-plane wave of main frequency

component c/X0 , to propagate very far under water in a very collimated

beam. The motion of the source would allow very high electromagnetic

energy levels to be deposited into the water, within the range of the

thermoacoustic sound generation mechanism, and without surface

evaporation or explosive boiling deteriorating the directional properties of

the sound beam. At sufficiently high energy levels, which would produce

other mechanisms if the source were stationary, nonlinear effects due to

the temperature dependence of the thermodynamic parameters (pCp) could

even enhance the thermoacoustic conversion efficiency.2 7 The experimental

investigation of such a design seems to be the logical extension of the

work on laser thermoacoustic sources. If experimental results confirm the

usefulness of this design, it would certainly place thermoacoustics within

the range of some sonar applications.

Laser performances are of course a determinant factor in the

capabilities of a thermoacoustic sonar. Fortunately, laser technology has

improved considerably over the lost two decades, and it is expected to do so

in the near future. It is now possible to find pulsed solid state lasers that

emit a single pulse of several hundred joules over several milliseconds.

Another type of laser that may be suitable for some underwater

applications of thermoacoustics, is the fairly new excimer laser.4 1 This

laser delivers very short pulses (4-50 ns) in the ultraviolet spectrum

(0.18 to 0.3 iim) at a very high repetition rate so that high mean powers are
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achievable. The optical frequency can be downshifted to wavelengths

suitable for thermoacoustic purposes (0.5 to 1 V.m) by a very efficient

method known as the stimulated Raman scattering. Moreover these lasers

are reliable, easy to operate, very pure and they can produce a very small

beam diameter so that very high energy densities can be produced fairly

easily. However, the pulse duration is too short to take advantage of any

motion of the source.

Infrared lasers such as the CO2 laser, or the NH3 laser, are among

the most efficient CW-lasers. In certain applications, the CO2 laser can

deliver up to 500 kW continuous.42 Unfortunately the spectral region of

these lasers is too far away from the region of interest for thermoacoustic

applications. (Stimulated Raman scattering may be used only to increase the

lasing wavelength, not to decrease it.)

However recent developments on chemically pumped lasers seem to

indicate43 that a continuous high-power laser of wavelength 1.3 V.m could

be developed ,and this laser would certainly be perfectly suitable for

underwater applications of thermoacoustics.

In summary, it seems that the laser technology is improving so

rapidly that in a not too distant future, one could conceivably design a

laser-induced sonar based on the principles of thermoacoustic generation

of sound.
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APPENDIX A

NONUNIFORMITY OF THE LASER SCANNING VELOCITY

AND OBLIQUE INCIDENCE OF THE LASER BEAM

In this study, it is assumed that the laser beam remains

perpendicular to the surface of the water during the laser pulse duration.

This is just an approximation to the real physical situation encountered in

the experiment, because, as indicated in Fig. 1, the rotating mirror imposes

during the laser pulse duration a deflection angle 4(t) which is in general

not zero. This has two consequences: first, the loser scanning velocity v

will not be rigorously constant in time; and second, the laser beam will be

refracted as it enters the water because the speed of light is different in

air and water. The objective of this appendix is to quantify the importance

of these two effects.

It can be shown from elementary geometrical considerations that

the velocity v of the laser spot on the water surface, is given by

h Q
v(t) - (A1)

cos2y(t)

where h is the distance between the rotating mirror and the water surface,

Q. is the angular velocity of the rotating mirror, and 0(t) is the angle

between the laser beam and the vertical axis as indicated in Fig. 1. The

relative error Av/v can therefore be written as
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Av/V = I- cos - 2 P(t) , (A2)

which shows that the maximum error occurs when tV(t) is maximum. If we

assume that the laser beam is perpendicular to the water surface at the

mid-point in the laser pulse duration tp, so that (o) = (Xp), then it can

be shown that 0(t) is maximum at t=O, and it takes the value

Vo)= tan- ' (rMctp / 2h) (A3)

where M=v/c is the Mach number of the thermoacoustic source, and c is the

sound speed in water. Equations (2) and (3) can be combined to find the

maximum relative error in the nonuniformity of the laser spot on the

surface of the water.

The second effect induced by the non-perpendicularity of the laser

beam on the water surface is a refraction of the beam as it penetrates into

the water. This refraction effect is described by Snell's law:

sin WO(t) / cir - sin *(t) / Cwater (A4)

where +(t) is the refracted angle between the laser beam and the vertical,

in the water; 0(t) is the incident angle of the laser beam on the water

surface; and cwater and cair are, respectively, the speed of light in water

and in air. The index of refraction n, defined as the ratio of cair over
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Cwoter, is 1.33 for both optical wavelengths (0.6943 pm and 1.06 pm) used
in the experiment. Therefore the tilt angle 0(t) of the laser beam in water

is given by

sin O(t) - 0.75 sin '(t) (A5)
S°

and the maximum tilt angle occurs when 'Flt) is maximum, i.e., at t=0.

Combining Eqs. (43) and (A5) gives an estimate of the maximum tilt angle of

the thermoacoustic source, as a function of Mach number:

40(0) = sin - I $10.75 sinE tan - (M cp / 2h)] 1 (A6)

The following table gives some numerical estimates of 'HO), 9(0), in

degrees, and Av/v as a function of Mach number of the laser spot on the

surface of the water. It is assumed that the speed of sound in water is

c = 1486 m/s the height between the rotating mirror and the water

surface is h - 4.06 m , and that the laser pulse duration is = I Ms.
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TABLE IV

ERRORS ASSOCIATED WITH THE NONUINIFORMITY

OF THE LASER SCANNING VELOCITY

0 0 0 0 5

0.5 5.2 3.9 0.8

1 10.4 7.8 3.3

1.5 15.4 11.5 7.5

2 20.1 14.9 13.4

2.5 24.6 18.2 20.9
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APPENDIX B

FREQUENCY RESPONSE AND BEAMl PATTERNS OF THE HYDROPHONE

• IC

The hydrophone used in the study of thermoacoustic sources was, in

most cases, the USRO type H-56 hydrophone (serial number 114). This

hydrophone is a high sensitivity and low self-noise device, so that weak

acoustic signals can be detected. The most important electroacoustic

characteristics of the H-56 can be found in reference 44.

Figure 39 shows the sensitivity of the H-56 as a function of

frequency, from 10 kHz to 90 kHz. Figure 40 (a)-(g) represents the

sensitivity of the H-56 as a function of angle in the x-z plane (see Fig. 22),

for several frequencies: 10 kHz, 20 kHz, 30 kHz, 40 kHz, 50 kHz, 75 kHz, and

100 kHz.

The sensitivity of the receiving hydrophone as a function of (received)

frequency and angle was taken into account in the experimental analysis of

thermoacoustic sources.
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APPENDIX C

INTERFACE BETWEEN THE OSCILLOSCOPE AND THE COMPUTER

The Nicolet 4094 digital oscilloscope was interfaced to the

CDC-CYBER computer so that recorded waveforms could be transferred to

the mainframe computer and compared with theoretical predictions. This

appendix summarizes the procedure for the data transfer.

The output labeled "TERMINAL" on the back panel of the Nicolet should

be connected to a CYBER terminal. The switch labeled "GPIB-RS 232",

located also on the back panel of the Nicolet, should be placed in the

position "RS 232". The actual transfer of data is done via that RS 232

interface. The software for the data transfer is a program called "NICL"

(binary version: "NICOLT"), which was written by D. Gallant-Offer. This

program must be run interactively from the CYBER terminal connected to the

oscilloscope. To run the program, type:

/GET,N I COLT/UN= GQ

/NICOLT

The message "ENTER COMMAND" will appear. There are six possible

commands:
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DM transfer waveform from diskette to Nicolets memory

MD transfer waveform from Nicolet's memory to diskette

MC transfer waveform from Nicolet's memory to CYBER

DC transfer waveform from diskette to CYBER

WF display data about waveforms in the Nicolet's memory

QU quit the program

An invalid command causes the message "INVALID COMMAND" to appear

before it again prompts for a command. A carriage return without command

aborts the program with an end-of-file error. Each command prompts the
fr

information it needs. Typing while the Nicolet is communicating with the

CYBER usually aborts the program and requires that the Nicolet be reset. (To

reset the Nicolet, switch back and forth the RS 232/GPIB switch on the back

panel of the Nicolet). While the program is running, it will display error

codes from the Nicolet. An error code of zero means that no error occurred. *

The explanation for the other error codes is given on pp.13-60 (Table 13-25)

in the Nicolet 4094 waveform analysis manual.

The following messages appear before the transfer of data.
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-; Message Explanation

ENTER COMMAND enter one of the 6 commands (usually MC)

WAVEFORM NUMBER enter the number of the waveform to be transferred

(usually 1).

RECORD NUMBER enter diskette record number to read from or save to.

MEMORY SECTION enter the segment of memory to read from or save to.

0 all of memory (ALL)

I first quarter (Q 0)

2 second quarter (2)

3 third quarter (Q3)

4 fourth quarter (Q4)

5 first half (HI)

6 second half (H2)

STARTING POINT first point to be transferred from the waveform

S(ito 15871)

TOTAL NUMBER OF POINTS total number of points to be transferred

(I to 15871)

FILENAME name of file to write data to.
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The output of "NICOLT" is a file on the CYBER in free format, called

"filename". It contains the values of the data points of the waveform, in

integer values. In order to convert this set of data into their real values, a

program called "CONVERT" (CVRT" in binary) has been written. Note that

both "CONVERT" and "NICL" have to be compiled in Fortran 5. The input file

(tape2) of "CONVERT" should be "filename". The output file (tape3) of

"CONVERT" is "PEXP". It contains the waveform transferred from the Nicolet,

in the following format:

WRITE(3, 100) TIME(1),VOLT(1)

100 FORMAT(2(5X,E 12.4))

where TIME(1) and VOLT(I) are the coordinates of the i-th data point. A

listing of "NICL" and "CONVERT" is given below.
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AONOGRM NICL4TAPED. PUAW.TWL2.PSAVK)

C THIS PROGAM ALLOWS THE TRANSFER OF DATA FROM A NICOLET DIGITAL
C OSCILLISCOPE 4094 WITH4 ONE DIRK DRIVE TO A CYSER.
C
C A PROCEDURE 1S CREATED WHICH WILL SAVE ALL LOCAL WAVEFORM FILES AS
C PERMANENT WAVEFORM FILES WHEN IT IS EXECUTED.
C
C SE NOS 2. 1. VOL. 4. CH. 12 FOR AN EXPLANATI ION OF TRANSPARENT OUTPUT
C t:O) ANDO TERMINAL REDEFINITION (MAL.Fl.
C

LOGICAL CON?
CHAACTER CMD*2. OPER*4
WRITIE43. 'C. PROC. WPROC. '..CTIHE. "

C
C INITIATE HALF DUPLEX TO PREVENT THE CYSER FROM ECHOING THE NICOLE? S
C OUTPUT.
C

HAL~F a 0*001640614000000000001
WRITE4*.'4AIO)') HAL.F

C
C TURN THE NICOLE? ON WITH A CTL-A. CHANCE THE COMMAND DELILMITER TO A
C AM CHANGE THE DEFALT. SPACING OF DATA.
c

WRITE(*. 05:OA".)"C,1.3
READ *. LESRI
WRITE(*. '4"C.4. I. 22)
READ *.LEERN
WRITE(*. I 11 ) ) o.
READ *. LERR3
WRI TEL.. SSI LERRI *LERR2. LERR3

15 FOR MATC*ERROR CODES *.3131
CONT - .TRUE.

20 WR ITE (*. 14'ENTER COMMADI )
READC*. 191 CHO

to FORMAT4A2)
IF 4CPU. EQ. DMN') THEN

amE - 1R. 0.1
CALL DISM(OPER.ME C)S~

ELSE IF 4CMD. EQ. 'DCI) THEN
CALL 019KC

ELSE IF fCHO. EQ. 'MD' THEN
OPEN - '5,.0. 1
CALL DISMM(QPER.MEMSEC)

ELSE IF (CMV. EG.'MC') THEN
-'WITE(*, '(ENTER WAVEFORM NUMER-)
READI.. 21) MWAVEN

25 FORMAT 12 )
CALL MEMC (NWAVEN)

ELSE IF (CMU. EQ. WF'1 THEN
CALL WAVEF

ELSE IF ECMD. EQ.'QU') THEN
CONT a FALSE.

ELSE
WRITEL.'(*INVALID COMMAD-)')

END IF
IF (CONT) GOTO 30
WRITE43. 'tREVERT. PSAVE. ")
END

C
c DISK To MEmoRY OR MEMORY TrO DISK TRANSFER
C

SUBROUTINE DISKM(OPER. MRSBEC)
CHARACTER OPER.4
WRITE(*. *(RECORD NURER)')
READ *. NREC
WRITEf#. '("MEMORY SECTION)')
READ *. MEMSEC
WR3TE(., 14":05A) 1
WRITEL.. 40) OPER, WREC. MEMIEC

40 FORMAT4A4. 12." 12a. "
READ *, LERR

READ *.LERR2
IdRITELO, III LERR. LERR2

15 FORMATC'ERROR CODES ',212)
RETURN
ED
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-. C mmmOV To CyDER TRANSFER
C

SUBROUT INE RewRc Nmmw)
DiMENSION IDATAC I&O00).IWDATEDS. 7
CHARACTER PLM~*&. P022

C READ PARAMETERS PROM USER

C RITE(*. '4STARTIND POINT)')
READ *. IUTART
WRITE(*- 'fTOTIS. NMBER OF POINTS'"
*SAD 0, ITOTAL
IIRITIEf0. EfFILENAREf)')
READ(*. IA&)') FLNS
WRITE(o. It:OSW))'

C
C READ DATA ABOUT WEAVES FROM THE NICOLET.
C

WRITE4*. '4"C.4.O!))
HEAD *,LCUI

READ *, LC62
NRITEf*. I ("W! ) )
READ *. LUNI
READ .It (12) 1) ITOT
STEW w ITOT/10 + ICHAR4 'Oq
SOME a MOIITOT. 10) 4. SCHA( 
F . 4,(ICHA(ITE) //CAR 4 ONE//'(12.1.212,311). 12)'
READ(*.F) ((IWDAT(I.II).K-1.7).1-1. ITOT).LUR2
WERITE(*, '*C.O.O!')')
READ *. LC$3
WRITE(&, IfC. 4,. .2!)')
READ *. LCS4
LUTE, - A

C
C READ DATA FROM NICOLET Ta CYNER 20 VALUES AT A TIRE (120 CHARACTERS$.
C THE CYNERf 'BUSFFER 18 DALY 220 CHARACTERS LONG AND IT REEDS TIME TO
C PROCESS DATA FROM THAT BUFFER.
C

Ml 20
157 ISTART
ILP -ITOTAI. / TL
lER ITOTAL -ILP*ITL

DO 35 1w..ILP
IIRITE(.25) MiAVEH. 1ST, ITL, ISTEP

25 FORMAT D.0,0. ' .12..,1,. 1 ,,.I3.~!
READ *. LERRI

REAT,*. i IDATA(K). KwIST+1. IST.ITL). LERR2
35 1S =1T + ITL

I O (IE.E. 0) 00 TO 45
WRITE(*25) NUAVEN, 1ST. IREM. IGTEP
READ 0. LERR
READ *. 4 IDATA(I). ISIT*I. IST+IREI). LERN

C
C READ NORMALIZATION DATA
C
49 NUZTEt*.20) ISDAT(NWAVEN.31
30 FORIATtN. "s 12.

READ *. LERR3
READ 0. IVALISWEEP. ICHNL. IDISP. WiRM.HN040M, IVZERtO. INN. IHZL.

I IRNVZ. 1RM42.LERR4

READ *.LERR5
WSITE(.. 50) LWI. L&02. LERRILERR2. LERD. LERR4,LERRD

so FORMATI*ERROR CODES '.713)
C
C WIiTE ALL DATA OUT TO PLWI
C

QPEN(2. PILE a FULM)
REWIZND(2)
WR1TE(2..) MEAVEN, ISTAtT. ITOTAL. )STEP. IIDAT(NWAVEN. 2).

I (IDATAI I). -ISTARToI. ISTARTOITOTAL). IVAL. IShIEEP. ICNANL. IDIEP.
a VNOMHNORM. IVZERO. IHZN, IHZL, IRNVZ. IRNHZ

CLOSE(2. STATUS a 'KEEp')
URITE(3.40) FLNH

40 FORMAT(lREPLACE. .A.-.-)
RETURN
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C DISK TO CYBER TRANSFER
C

SUROUTINE DISAC
DIMENSION IWDAT(35. 7)
LOGI1CAL FOUND
CHARACTER OPER*4. F*22

C
C READ WAVE FROM DISK. TO NICOLET
C

OPER - '1. 0.'1
CALL DISM.M(OPER. NEMSEC)

C
C AFTER THE WAVE HAS BEEN READ IN. ITS WAVEFORM NUMBER HAS TO BE FOUND
C So ITS DATAPOINTS CAN BE TRANSFERRED TO THE CYBER.
C

00 TO (10.20.30. 30. 1O20).I'ENSEC
to NWAVEN - I

so TO 70
20 NWAVEN - 2

90 TO 70
30 WRITE(*.'(:05A>

*kD *, LCS1

READ *. LCS2
WRITE(*. '(bW1)
READ *. LU I
READ(*. '(12)') ITOT
ITEN - ITOT/1O + ICHARI '0')
loNE a tOD(ITOT. 10) + ICHAR( '0')
F m '('/,CHAR(ITEN)//OCHAR(IONE)//'(12&.

2 2 311).I)'

dR I TE (* ' "(C 0!@U)D
READ *#LCS3
WRITE(*# 'f(C#4. 132!a)')
READ *.LC64-
WRITE(*. (GQ!u)E)
READ e. LER
WRITE(*. 50) LWRJ#LWR2,LERR

s0 FORMAT(oERROR CODE .#313)
FOUND a .FALSE.
DO 35 I-IlITOT

IF( IWDATf Is 7). EG. IIEMSEC) THEN
NWAVEN -IUDAT(I.I)
FOUND -. TRUE.

END IF
35 CONTINUE

IF (.NOT.FOUND) 00 TO SO
70 CALL MEM'CNWAVEN)

RETURN
so WRITE(e. '(3INVALID WAVEFORM NUMBER")')

RETURN
END
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7 777 171 7 - -.

C
C DISPLAY DATA ABOUT WAVEFORMS IN EOY
C

SUBROUTINE WAVEF
CKARACTER F.22
DIMENSION IWDAT(35. 7)
WRITECO. '(:@A> 31

WRITE(*.'("C. 4s.01)')
READ 0 LCSJ

READ ..LCS2
WRITE4*. *(0W!wU))
READ *. LWRI
READC(*,1 2) 1) ITOT

tTN- ITOTISO + ZCHAR('0')
IOF4E - M0DIXTOT..20) +' ICHAR('0')
F - '('*//iCHAR(ZTEf4)//CHAR(JONEI//'(12. 16.212.311). 12)'
READCo.F)((IWDAT(.SK).KnI7). irni.ITOT).LWR2
SIRITEt.. '(fC, O!m)')
READ *.LCS3
WRITE(*# '( Cs 4* It 22!)'
READ *.LCS4
WRITE(*s.I 00G! ) )
READ *.LE-RR
NRITE(@. 15) LWR 1 PLWR2s LERR

15 FORMATVERROR CODE bs3l3)
W'RITE(0.20) ITOT

20 FORIIAT( TOTAL NUMBER OF WAVES '#13&/)
WRITEC.. 301

30 FORMAT( 'WAVE NO. OF POINTS NORMI. SET NORM. STEP CHANNEL
IREFERENCE TITLE')

WRITE(.. 40) ((IWDAT(I. 0K). 1.7). 1,.ITOT)
40 FORNAT(lX. 12.4K. 14-9X&.2 ID1OXo 12.9X# 31.9XK. 31.3K.1)

RETLURN
END

11.41.56.UCLPs AA. PTRLOD. 0.252K1J1S. * END OF LISTING *
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PROGCM CONVERT(PNIC. TAPE2-PNIC. PEXP. TAPE3-PEXI-.
C
C THIS PROGRAM 1S USED WHEN TRANSFERRING DATA FROM THE
C NICOLET TO TIE CYBER a IE AFTER USING PROGRAM NICOLT.
C THE PURPOSE OF THIS PROGRAM IS TO READ THE OUTPUT FILE
C GENERATED BY NICOLT IN FREE FORMAT ( HERE IT IS CALLED PNIC)
C AND TO CONVERT IT TO REAL VALUES IN A DESIRED FORMAT.
C THE OUTPUT FILE OF THIS PROGRAM IS CALLED HERE PEXP
C
C THIS PROGRAM HAS TO BE WRITTEN IN FTN5
C
C NOTATION:
C TIMEM-). REAL TIME
C VOLT(I)m REAL AMPLITUDE OF THE SIGNAL
C RTIME(I)- RESET TIME (IE HIEN USING THE RESET ON NICOLET)
C RVOLT(I)i RESET VOLTAGE AMPLITUDE CIE DEJ ).
C
C DIMENSION I SHOULD BE GREATER THAN F
C NFNO+N
C NO- NUMIBER OF THE FIRST DATA POINT TRANSFERRED (SEE NICOLT)
C N-TOTAL NUMBER OF DATA POINTS TO BE TRANSFERRED.
C

DIMENSION TIME(5000) VOLT(000), RTIME(5000), RVOLT(5000)
DINMENS ION IDATA(5000)

C
C READ OUTPUTFILE (TAPE2) FROM NICOLT
C

READ(2. *) NIIAVEN. ISTART.I TOTAL. ISTEP. NRSET.
ItIDATAI). I-ISTART. ISTART+ITOTAL-) I VAL. ISEEP.
21CHANL, DISP& VNORMIHNORN. IVZERO, IHZHo IHZL.
3IRNVZ. IRU*IZ

C
C CONVERT TO REAL VALUES

DO I I-ISTART. ISTART+ITOTAL-1
TIME( I )-( (I-I )-(65536*IHZH+IHZL) )*NORM-
VOLT( I )( IDATA( I )-IVZERO)*VNORM
RTIME( I )-( (1-I )-IRNHZ)*HNORM
RVOLT(Ii)i(IDATA(I -IRNVZ)*VNORIM

I CONTINUE
C
C WRITE IN FORMAT 100 THE OUTPUT FILE (TAPE3) (HERE PEXP)
C CONTAINING ONLY TIME(I) AND VOLTEI)
C

DO 2 1-ISTART. ISTART+ITOTAL-1
WRItk(3, IOO)TIME(I),VOLT(I)

2 CONTINUE
100 FORMAT(5X, E12. 4. 3X, EZR. 4)

STOP
END

10. 43. 07. UCLP. AA- PTRLO5, 0. OS6ILNS. ** END OF LISTING *.
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APPENDIX D

THE INHOMOGENEOUS VISCOUS WAVE EQUATION FOR

LASER-INDUCED SOUND

The wave equation describing the pressure field of a lossless medium

containing a heat source was first derived by Ingard 7. Starting from this

linear inviscid thermoacoustic wave equation, Westervelt and Larson

studied8 the special case of a sound field generated by the heating of a

loser beam penetrating into a liquid, and they discovered the fascinating

properties of what is now called a thermoacoustic array. In this appendix,

we rederive from the hydrodynamicel equations of motion the so-called

Westervelt-Lerson weve equation for loser-induced sound, including now

the effect of viscosity.

Let p=po+p be the total pressure in the medium, where p0 is the

ambient pressure and p is the acoustic pressure generated through the

thermal mechanism. Similarly, let p=o+p be the total density of the

medium, T=To+T be the total temperature, and s=so+s be the total entropy

in the fluid medium. The subscript o refers to en undisturbed quantity.

Since the acoustic disturbances generated by the thermal mechanism

ere expected to be small, we start directly from the linearized

hydrodynamical equations of motion: the conservation of mess, and the

conservation of linear momentum.
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mass: Pt +o .u= 0 (D1)

momentum: po ut + Vp = (X+2V) V2u (D2)

Here u denotes the particle velocity, (X+2g) represents the viscosity of the

medium, and the subscript t denotes a time derivative. It is implicitly

assumed in Eqs. (D) and (D2) that the medium is at rest, steady, uniform,

and irrotational, end that heat conduction can be neglected.

The thermal input from the laser intensity induces a change in entropy

in the system, so that an adequate equation of state describing the process

is

state: P (P s) (D3)

Forming a Taylor series expansion of Eq. (D3) about the equilibrium

quantities po, po, and so, we have

Q; Po + (aqlap)s (p-po) +(apl/aS)p (s-so) + (D4)

By definition the small signal sound speed is c = 1(Plos , so that

Eq. (D4) can be rewritten as

= p/c 2 + s (a(/as)p (DS)

The partial derivative in Eq. (D5) is the result of the change in density due
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to the change in entropy induced by the laser heating. It is therefore related

to the coefficient of thermal expansion p of the medium. By definition4 5

(Ile) (/aT)p (D6)

or

= - (l1e) (Olas)p (as/T)p (07)

But it is well known from thermodynamics 4 6 that the specific heat at

constant pressure cp can be expressed as

Cp = T (as/aT)p (D8)

Combining Eq. (08) with (07), and linearizing the result about the

undisturbed values, yields

as)p= - po To / Cp (D9)

Therefore Eq. (05) becomes

0 p/c2  sopTo/cp , (D1O)

and the last term in Eq. (DIO) represents the effect of the laser heating on

the change of density in the medium. Since we seek a wave equation for the

acoustic pressure p, we eliminate u between Eqs. (D) and (02). It is found

that
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V2p- tt + (X+2g)/o V2pt = 0 (Dl)

Eliminating p between Eq. (010) and Eq. (DI 1) yields a wave equation in terms

of the acoustic pressure p and the input entropy disturbance s,

V2p - (c-2) Ptt - (opT o/cp) t

(X+2)/eo V2 I (c- 2 )pt- (eopT o/cp) sO = 0 (D12)

Now let us relate the change in entropy to the heat q added to the

medium by the laser beam. The conservation law which governs that

relation is the second law of thermodynamics for a reversible process,
t

p T ds = q dt (D13)

or, in linearized form,

Po To st =q (14)

Combining Eq. (D14) with Eq. (D12) to eliminate the entropy fluctuation s, we

obtain

V2p- c- 2ptt + (X+2i)/poC2 V 2 pt - -.

- (P/Cp) qt + (p/cp) (X+2p)/o V 2q (D15)
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This is the Westervelt-Larson wave equation for a viscous (but non-

heat-conducting) irrotational fluid medium containing a heat source of

strength q. For a lossless medium, Eq. (D15) reduces to its standard form

0 2 p - ,2 p c- 2 Ptt -(p/cp) qt (D16)

where 02 denotes the D'Alembertian operator.

It is also convenient to relate the energy q added to the medium to

the intensity of the loser beam illuminating the medium. Let us denote by

< I > the intensity of the laser beam averaged over a period of the very

rapid ( ~ 10-14 s ) optical oscillation of the laser light. < I > is the

Poynting vector of the process, and the flux of intensity V. < I > represents

the heat absorbed by the medium per unit time and unit volume. In other

words

q --V.<I> (D17)

In practice the laser beam is shining in, say the +z direction, so that

q - al/az . Equations (D16) and (D17) are the starting point of Chapter III.

It is interesting to note that Eq. (D16) has the same form as the

Westervelt inhomogeneous wave equation4 7 describing parametric end-fire

radiation. In the wave equation for the parametric array, however, the

source term represents virtual sources generated by nonlinear interaction

in the medium, whereas, in Eq. (D16), the source term represents the time
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and spatial derivative of the laser intensity distribution in the laser beam.

There is nevertheless a close mathematical analogy between the

parametric array and the thermoacoustic array, and this analogy has been

used by Novikov, Rudenko, and Timoshenko46 to study the pressure

waveform radiated by a transonic thermoacoustic array.
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APPENDIX E

HALF-ORDER DERIVATIVE AND IMPULSE RESPONSE hL(t)
AND CONNECTION WITH THE PARABOLIC CYLINDER FUNCTION

The concept of half-order derivatives appears as early as 1695, in 8

letter from Leibniz to L'Hospitel, opening thus the avenue to what is now

called fractional celculus. A complete historical survey of the main

contributions to fractional calculus can be found in reference 49. In this

appendix, it is shown that the half-derivative operetor is closely related to

the verticel impulse response hL(t) defined in Chepter IIl. It is also shown

that the half-order derivative cen be expressed in terms of e parebolic

cylinder function.

1. Half-order derivatives

It has been shown50 that the acoustic pressure response p(t) of an

infinite line source producing a uniform mess outflow 1(t/h per unit

length h is given by

co

p(t) =(2Tnh)
1I f lt(t-r/c) [r 2 sF/ dr ,(El1)

where s =r 0 sin60 (see Fig. 9), end where the subscript t zlenotes a time

derivative. If it is assumed that most of the contributions come from the

point of the line source right in front of the receiver (i.e., from r=s), then
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r2-s 2  2s(r-s) and Eq. (El) can be rewritten in the form

t-s/c

p(t) - (2th)- I (c/2s)1/2 It(T) I (t-s/c)-T- 1 / 2 dT (E2)

Using the identity5 0

t

(d/dt) 11 2 l(t) -- It(T) i r(t-T) ]- 1/ 2 dT , (E3)

the acoustic pressure p can be expressed in terms of the half-order

derivative (d/dt) 11 2 of the source function I, as follows.

-

p(t) = (2h) - I (c/2ns)1 / 2 (d/dt)1/ 2 I(t-s/c) (E4)

The notation (d/dt) 1/ 2 for the integral defined by Eq. (E3) comes from the

fact that

(d/dt)11 2 [ (d/dt)112 (I) 1= dI/dt (ES)

Note from Eq. (E3) that (d/dt) 1/ 2 i(t) can be expressed as a convolution

between It(t) and a half-order delta function 611 2 (t) or "half-order

derivative operator".
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p(t) = 1/2 (t-s/c) It(t) M(E6)

But we recall from Chapter III that the impulse response hL(t) is defined as

p(t) hL(t). It(t) (E7)

Equations (E6) end (E7) show that there is a correspondence between the

impulse response hL(t) and the half-order derivative operator. It should be

emphasized however, that the infinite line source model used to introduce

the concept of a half-order derivative in Eq. (El) differs in two ways from

the physical problem of a thermoacoustic source as discussed in this study.

First, we are dealing in our experiment with a thermoacoustic source over

a pressure release boundary, and not with an infinite line source. Second,

we are dealing with an exponentially shaded line source, and not with a

uniform line source. This means that the analogy between the impulse

response hL(t) and the half-order derivative operator is strictly applicable

only for the case of very weakly absorbing media. 5 1

2. Connection between the half-order derivative and the parabolic cylinder

function

An equation which occurs often (see for instance reference 52) in

describing the pressure field of a cylindrical line source of Gaussian cross

section distribution is
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i i.

F(g) J' 1/2 exp -(-g)2 d (ES)
0

It can be shown that in fact F(g) is related to both the half-order

derivative of a Gaussian function, and to the parabolic cylinder function.

This provides a connection between these two functions.

Combining Eqs. (E3) and (E), we obtain

F(g) = (i'/2) (d/dg) - I/ 2 exp(-g 2 ) (E9)

Using the identity53

-g1/2 exp(-z/4)J(z exp[-zx-x 2 /21 x- 1/ 2 dx (EIO)

0

where DI 2 is the parabolic cylinder function of order -1/2 and combining

Eqs. (ES) and (EIO) yields

F(g) = (2)- 1/ 4 &,I/2 exp(-g 2 /2) Di2 (-g4Q) (E11)

Combining Eqs. (E9) and (Eli) gives an expression which relates the

half-order derivative of a Gaussian to the parabolic cylinder function D_ 2,.
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APPENDIX F

DETERMINATION OF THE OPTICAL COEFFICIENT OF ABSORPTION

The optical coefficient of absorption o dictates the penetration

depth of the laser beam in the water, according to an exponential law of

attenuation

e-0 (F 1)-1 (z) = tIo ea , (l

where I is the laser intensity of the laser beam, and z is the vertical axis

of penetration of the laser beam. Therefore I/a is a measure of the I/e

length of the thermoacoustic source. This means that it is necessary to

determine o: for both optical wavelengths used in our experiment: 1.06 Vm

(Nd:Glass) and 0.6943 jim (ruby).

This was done in reference 14 for the case of absorption of light in

distilled water and fresh lakewater. In our study, the same experiment was

repeated for the case of absorption of light in the fresh water of the tank

in which the experiments were made. The details of the experimental

procedure used to measure a can be found in reference 14. The method is

based on measuring the attenuation of light for different widths of the

sample of water. The value of c, in nepers per meter, is obtained by

measuring the slope of the attenuation versus distance on a logarithmic

scale.

Figure 41(a) shows that the absorption of light at an optical
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wavelength of 1.06 Vjm is in the water tank about 13.7 Np/rn. Similarly,

Fig. 41(b) shows that ol is about 1.5 Np/rn for attenuation of ruby light in

the same water. Note that the numerical values of o can differ

significantly from one study to another.10, 14,15 ,54 This variation is

attributed to the fact that a is highly dependent on the optical properties

of the medium being used.
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Nd: GLASS (1.06 Mm)

a 13.7 Np/rn

0-2

10-310

"'0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5
PATH LENGTH - m

(b) ot 1.5 Np/rn RUBY (0.6943 Mm)

10-1 II0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5
PATH LENGTH - m

FIGURE 41
OPTICAL ABSORPTION COEFFICIENT IN WATER TANK

ARL UT
AS-85444
YHO GA
8. 17 -85
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APPENDIX 6

NUMERICAL PROGRAM "MTS"

A computer program called "MTS" has been written in Fortran, in order

to compute the pressure radiated by a moving thermoacoustic source. The

numerical code is based on the analysis presented in Section IV.A.

The input data to the program are variables such as the geometry

between the source and the receiver, the optical coefficient of absorption,

the source velocity, the modulation frequency of the laser intensity, the

laser pulse duration and the optical energy going into the water, the laser

beam radius on the water surface and the intensity distribution (either

Gaussian or uniform) across a section of the laser beam. The output of the

program is a plot of the pressure waveform at the receiver, with its

corresponding acoustic level in decibels, from either peak to peak or rms

pressure.

A listing of the program "MTS" is given below.
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PROGWAM MTB(OUT. INPUT. OUTPUT. TAPE2,OUT. RESULT. TPE3"ESULT.
"PLOT, TAPES-PLOT)
DIMENSION TIME(5000), H(IOO), P(5000), PT(5000)
[DIMENSION PULSE(E5000). TIMER(5000), P2(5000), PLSDOT( 5000)
EXTERNAL PIO
COMMON DT, RF. TT. T. XIO
DATA LABX/*TIME(MS)"/
DATA LADY/"PRESSURE'/
LUNP.6LOUTPUT

C
C

C THIS PROGRAM COMPUTES THE PRESSURE WAVEFORM RADIATED DY A
C MOVING THERMOACOUSTIC ARRAY.
C (SEE NOTES 5/13/83) 3-D PROBLEM
C

C REVISE.D 02/07/US '

C

C PLO DEFINES LASER PULSEj STORED IN PULSE
C MAX NUMBER OF POINTS-500
C TIME DERIVATIVE OF LASER PULSE IS STORED IN PLSDOT
C P(J)PRSSURE RADIATED BY ARRAY IN POSITION I WHEN
C EXCITED BY AN IMPULSE PLSDOT(I)
C P(J) IS COMPUTED INSIDE A LOOP ON THE POSITION I
C AND EACH CONTRIBUTION IS PROGRESSIVELY ADDED IN AN
C ARRAY PT(J).
C
C J REPRESENTS THE (HORIZONTAL) TIME.
C PT(J)-TOTAL PRESSURE RADIATED BY THE MOVING SOURCE.
C
C N-NUMBER OF POINTS REPRESENTING PULSE
C TT-TOTAL TIME DURATION OF THE PULSE
C DT-TT/N"TIME RESOLUTION
C RF-RADIAN FREQUENCY (FACTOR OF 2 BECAUSE MODULATION IS A SIN**2)

C
C
C INPUT VARIABLES
C

PRINT. "*.*. WELCOME AND BONJOUR .e"
.PRINT.." *
PRINT.," PRESSURE RADIATED BY A M. T. A..
PRINT*," "

PRINT-, "ENTER THE FOLLOWING PARAMETERS"
C

PRINT-, "INITIAL RANGE R (h) .-

READ. R
PRINT., "INITIAL THETA (DEG)-"
READ. TETAD
PRINT , "INITIAL PHI (DEG) -"

READ. PHID
P1.3. 141592654
TETARITETAD.P I/ISO.
PHIR-PHIDPI/lO.
PRINT* "ADBSORPTION (/IM)"
READe, ALFA
PRINTo "MACH NUMBER-"
READe. XM
PRINT. "MODULATION FREQUENCY (KHZ)"
READe, F
FaF.IO00.
PRINT.. "PULSE DURATION (MS)"-.
READ. TT
TT-TT/1 000.
PRINT.. "AMPLITUDE AT PHOTODETECTOR (V)."
READ, APHID
PRINT., "BEAM RADIUS (CM)-"
READe, ACM
A.ACM*0. 01
C-1486.
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C ESTIMATE THE IMPORTANCE OF FINITE DEAMWIDTH EFFECTS.
C

PRINT., "DO YOU WANT TO INCLUDE FINITE DEAMWIDTH EFFECTS?"
PRINT*oo YES-i NO-O (DEFAULT-1)"
READ.. IB
IF(IU. EQ. 0)00 TO I

C
DT-A/(5. *C)
IF(IB.EG.l)PRINT*."TIME RESOL.DT SHOULD BE LESS THAN ",DT

C IF BEAMWIDTH EFFECTS IMPORTANT# NEED 10 POINT/CROSS SECTION
I PRINT.. "TIME RESOLUTION (MICROSEC) -

READ.. DT
DT-DT*1. E-O6
IF(F. EQ.0. )GO TO 2
DTLIM-l. 1(5. F)

C IF THERE 1S LESS THAN Z5 POINTS PER MODULATION PERIOD
C A WARNING IS PRINTED

IF &TLE.DTLIM)GO TO 2
PRINT*. "*.WARNING - DT IS TOO LARGE"
Go To 1

C- - -------------- -- - ---------

2 RF-2. PIOF
V-XM*C
EO-1. 03*APHID
SOinPI.A*A
PO-EO/TT
ATRANS-O. 96
XIO-PO/SO
BETA-2. 07*1. E-04
CP-4I90.
XKC-ATRANS*DETA*ALFA.C/ (4..P I CP)
IF(ID. EQ. )XIKC-XKC*SO
IFLAG-O

C COMPUTE RN. TETAN (FINAL RANGE AND ANGLE AT END OF PULSE)
C DT-TIME RESOLUTION
C N-NUMDER OF POINTS IN LASER PULSE
C N2-NUIIBER OF POINTS TO BE STORED FOR ANY P(J)
C SEE NOTES FOR THE NOTATION
C

RN-SaRT((RR)(V*TT**2-(2. *V*TT*R*SIN(TETAR)*COS(PHIR)))
TETAN-ACOS(R*COS(TETA ) /RN) *d

N-INT (TT/DT)
IF(XII-1. )8.6.7

6 AP-R*SIN(TETAR)iC
EPS-1.
GO TO 8

7 API(RN*SIN(TETAN)/C)+TT
El'S--I.

a PRINT., "TINE WINDOW FOR THE COMPUTATION"
PRINT.. "INITIAL TINE (MS)-*
READ.. TO
PRINT., WFINAL TIME (MS)-"
READ.TF
TO-TO*0. 001
TFTF.O. 001
TF-TF+DT
IF(TO.LE.AP)GO TO 11
PRINT.. "INIT. TIME SHOULD BE LESS THAN ".AP
GO TO S

is N3-INT((TF-TO)/DT)+l
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NZEwMr-INT( (AP-TO)/DT)
NZEROP-NZERO+l
N2-N3-NPZERO
IF(N. OT. 3000. OR. N2. OT. DOOO)IFLAQ-l

C N SHOULD BE LESS THAN 0000 (VERTICAL NUMIBER OF POINTS)
C N2 SHOULD BE LESS THAN 5000 (HORIZONTAL NUMBER OF POINTS)
C&

PRINT*#"
PRINTO. "RESOLUTION"#DT'
PRINT*. N (VERTICAL TIME) -m.N
PRINT#"N2 (HORIZONTAL TIME) -*.N2
PRINT*. NZERO -meNZERO
ENDFILE LUNP
IF(IFLAG.EG.I)QO TO 9"9
PRINTOIS THAT OK? 4YES-1.NO-0)6
READ. ISTOP
IF(ISTOP. EG.OO TO 999

C

C PRINT HEADINGS
C

PRINT(2. 100)
Zoo FORMAT(2OXp"IOVING THERMOACOUSTIC ARRAY")

PRINT(2, 101 )R. TETAD. PHID. ALFA. X"
PRINT(2. 102)F. N.TT. DT

101 FORNAT(///. DX."R-. ES. 2. DXTHETA (DE)% #E8. 2.DX#
SOPHI". E9. 2. DX."ABSORPTION. ES. 2. DX. ACH".ES. 2)

102 FORPIAT(5X. "MO. FREG. -"a E8. 2. 5X& "Ni"# 14a 5X&
S"TT-* ES. 2. DX."DT-t. ES. 2)

PRINT(2. 103)
103 FORMAT(///.9X. TINE". LOX. PRESSiJRE")
C

C COIMPUTE PLSDOT
C

DOI 3 M=1.N
X-FLOAT (P)
IF(. GE. 2)G0 TO 52
PLSDOT( I)mO.
00 TO 3

52 PLSDGT(M)-(PLS(X)-PLS(X-1. ))/DT
PULSE(#1)-PLS(X)

3 CONTINUE
C-------------------------------
C

C INITIALIZE ARRAY PT(J)
C

DO 30 J- 1.N3
PT W) -0.

30 CONTINUE
C
C ------ - - ------ --- -------

C
C COMPUTE RI, THETA? FOR EACH POSITION OF THE ARRAY.
C THEN COMPUTE P(I.,i) LOOPS
C

DO 5 1-1. N
Rl-(R*R)+(V*I*DT)**2
RI-SORT(RI-(2. *V*I*DT.R*SIN(TETAR)*COS(PHIR)))
TETI-ACOS(R*COS(TETAR) IRI)
RCI-RI*COS(TETI)
RSI-RI*SIN(TETI)

C THE IMPULSE RESPONSE 1S INDEPENDANT OF PHI
C EXCEPT THROUGH RI
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C
C COMPUTE TIE IULSIE RESPONSE
C

KFLAGO0
T21ICRSI/C).4 loOT)
TI I-AP
T31in(RI/C,,( lOOT)
T3MI-T31-DT
DO 10 J-I.N2
T-TI,(J*DT)
TIME4J)wT-( lOOT)
IF(T.LT.T21DGO TO 34
IF(T-T2I).GE.I.E--OS6G0 TO 31
P(J)-(% C'EXP(-ALFA'RCI)).PLSDOT(I)/RSI
go TO 10

34 P~aj)mO.
GO TO 10

31 ROOT-SIWT( ( (C*TIME(J) )**2)-CRSIeRSI))
IF(ROOT. GE.I. E-06)GO TO 32

PRINT."~*. ROOT-0 ..
32 -IF(T.GT.T3MI)GO TO 33

P(EJ)m2. oXKCGEXP (-ALFA*RCI )eCOUI(ALPAOROOT)/ROO)T
P(J)-P4J)PLSDOTt I)
00 TO 10

33 RFLAGI4FLAG,1

IF Ara.AG. NE. 1)G0 TO 34
C IF MFLAG-.T-flI/C#AND P-P(RI/fC)

P(J)eXMCEXP(-2. ALFAACI)*PLSDT(I)/RI
G0 TO 10

34 P(.J)--2. OXKCEXP(-ALFASOODT)OSII*I(ALPA*RCI )/ROOT
P (J)-P (J)PLSDDT (I)

t0 CONTINUE

C

C ADD SUCCECUSIVELY IN PTEJ). ALL THE ELEMENTARY
C CONTRINUTIONS P4.0). AS 1 10 INCREASED CIE AS TIE
C SOURCE 1S MOVING).
C

DO 35 I.0A.N2
PT(J)-PT(%f)#(P(aJ)*DT)

35 CONTINUE
C
C MOVE TO THE NEXT POSITION OF TIE ARRAY (NEXT 1)
C - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

C
5 CONTINUE
C
C-
C
C
C ADD NZERO ZEROES AT THE 8EGINNING OF THE RECORD
C CIE FROM T-TO TO T-AP)
C

DO 400 KKM1.N3
TIMIE(14j-(TO+( (ra-I )*DT) )*1000.
IF(KK.GT.NZERO)GO TO 601
P2(KKO-O.
Go TO 400

401 P2(KKO.PT(raM-NZERO)
600 CONTINUE

DO 606 I-1.N3
PT(l)-P2(1)*EPB

6 CON4TINUE

C
C

C FINITE BEAIIUIDTH EFFECTS
C

I F 4I1. EQ. 0) 00 TO 499
PRINTO*

tm
CROSS SECTION INTENSITY SMDINQ-'
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PRhIFe.' GAUSIANE (A) OR UNIFORM (2)'
READ*. ISHADE
CONUTSQRT(PI )OC.A*SIN( TETMR)
TDO-(R-(A*SIN(TETAR) ))/C
TUF-(R+(AOIIN(TETAR) ))/C
1-0
T-TRO-DT

45 T-T+DT

IF(T.QT.TBI)O TO 41
O-CR-(C*T3 )/(A*IN(TETAR))
IFt ISHADE. EQ. 2)H I )in. *CONST
IFt ISHADE. EQ. 1)M( I)-WST*EXP 4-0.0)
00 To 45

41 WFa-11
C
C CONVOLUTION FOR FINITE 3EAHWIDTH
C

DO 42 Iml.N3

DO 43 Jot.WS
IF(.IE. 3)00 TO 44
SW*l(PTfI-.I)*(J) )4SUM
0O To 43

44 SWnO.
43 CONTINUE

P2(I )-SIM"DT
42 CONTINUE
C

DO 46 I-I.N3
PT(I)-P2(1)

46 CONTINUE
C
C PT INCLUDES NOW THE FINITE DEANWIOTH EFFECTS.
C

C

C COIIPENBATE FOR THE PHASE SHIFT OF THE CONVOLUTION
C

DO 614 Im1.N3
IF(I.E.N3)0 TO 615
PT (I)-0.
00 TO 614

6J5 PTCZ)-PTII+S)
614 CONTINUE

C
C PRINT THE RESULT
C
699 DO 602 I-I.N3

WRITE(2. 300)TINE(I).PT(I)

602 CONTINUE
300 FORMAT(2(3x.E2.4))
C

C COMPUTE THE R14S PRESSURE AND THE ACOUSTIC LEVEL.
C

PRINTo."CONFUTATION OF THE ACOUSTIC LEVEL*
PRINT*." (1) PEAK TO PEAK OR (2) RHO ?"

READ.. 1DR
IF(IDR.EQ.1)GO TO 613

C
PRINT.. "DO YOU WANT TO SPECIFY A NEW TIN4E WINDOW FOR THE*
PRINT.. "COMPUTATION OF THE RIIS PRESSURE? (YES1.N00)"
READ*, IRflSI
IF(IRHSW.EQ.I)QO TO 611
TWO-TO
TWFnTF
00 TO 612
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411 PRINT*. WINDOW FOR THE COMPUTATION OF THE APIS PRESSURE"
PRINTe.mINITIAL TIME (IS) FOR THE WINDOW-'
READ.. TWO
TWO-TWO/ 1000.
PRINT., "FINAL TIME(MS) FOR THE WINDOW-0
READ., TWF
TWF-TWF/ 1000.

612 TW-TWF-TWO
NPO-INT( (TWO-TO3IDT)+l
NPF-INT( (TWF-TO)/DT)+1
RMS-0.
DO 603 I-NPO.NPF
RMS-RPIS4(PTCI )**2)

603 CONTINUE
RMS-SORT (RMS*DT/TW)
PRINT*.,********* APS PRESSURE - -RAPS

413 PMAX--100.
PMIN-100.
DO 39 IinlN3

IF(ff(I). GE. PMAX)PMAX-PT(I)
39 CONTINUE

PAfIP-PMAX-PMIN
IF(IDD. EQ.1)ARGMT-PAMP
IF(IDB. EQ. 2)ARQMT-RMS
D3-20. *ALOQ10(ARQMT.1. E+06)
PRINT.********* ACOUSTIC LEVEL-". DB
PRINT*#"
PRINT."DO YOU WANT A PLOT (YES-liNO-0)?"
READ.. IPLOT
IF(IPLOT. EQ. 0)00 TO 999

C ------ ------ ----- -

C
PRINT.." PMAX-".PMAX
PRINT*#" PPIIN-'% PMIN
PRINT.. "DO YOU WANT A NORMALIZED PLOT? (YES-1.NO-0)*
READ.. INORM
IF(INORM. EQ. 0)00 TO 995
PNDRMl-ABS(PHIN)
PNORM-AMAXI (PNORM1. PMAX)
DO 40 1-1,N3
PT(I)-PT(I I/PNORM

40 CONTINUE
C- ------------------------- -

C
C PLOT ROUTINE
C
995 XORG-6.

YORG-6.
PRINT.. "DO YOU WANT TO SPECIFY A TIME WINDOW"
PRINTO. "FOR THE PLOT ? (YES-Is NO-O)"
READ., IPW
IF(IPW. EQ.1)VO TO 996
XMIN-TIMEC1)
XMAX-TIME(N3)
IMAX-N3
GO TO 997

C
9"8 PRINT*,"TMIN FOR PLOT (115)"

READ.. TPO
PRINT."TMAX FOR PLOT CMS)-*
READ., TPF
TPO-TPO*O. 001

TPF-TPFOO. 001
140L-INT( (TPO-(TIME(1I)*0. 001) )/DT)
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IMARVIT(4 TPF-TPO) /DT)
00 993 11l. IMAR
P2(I)-PT(144DL)
T11E2 I )-TIMI+NLh01)

993 CONTINUE
DO 994 1t.. SAR

994 CONTINUE
XMIN-TPO*3000.
XNA-7PF*1000.

997 IF(INORN.EG.I) 00 TO 991
PRINT*.*YMIN-*
READ. NIN
PRINT*.IYHAR-*

READ*. TAX

99 VIN--1. S
YNAX-1. 5

992 XDEL-1RNAR-XMIN)/10.
YDEL.IYlIAX-YMIN)/.

AYL-3.A
XTITL-AXL/2.
YTITL-AYL.0. S
DR-I RAX-XMIN)/AXL
DY(fYMAX-YMIN) /AYL
CALL PLTLFN(4LPLOT)
CALL PLTORO(XORG. YORe)
CALL PLTDIM(11. .13.5.1.4.
CALL PLTARIS(O. . * AXL,. X MDN. RPAX, XDEL. LABR, -4.4.-. 1.-. 1)
CALL PLTARIBIO. .0. .AYL.90. , YNIN YMAR. YDEL, LADY.U., 1.-. 1.-. 1)
CALL PLTAIS(0. *AYL. AXL,. .M RrN. XNAR. XDEL. LAIR. 0.0.-. 1.-. 1)
CALL PLTARIS(ARL. 0. . AYL. 90.. YMIN. YIIAXYDEL. LAMY.0. 0.. l.. 1)
CALL PLTDATACTIME, PT. IN"R. 0. , 0. XMIN. DR. YMIN, DY. 0.)
CALL PLTLINE(XTZTL.YTITL.-. 14)
IIRITEI 5. 1000)

1000 FORMATI"LASER-JNDUCED THERMOACOUSTIC PRESSURE")
CALL PLTLINE(XTITL.-. 8.-. 1)
WRITEIS. 1001)R.TETAD.PHID. RN

1001 FOAPIAT(*R 00-", F&2.4. THETA(D-. F4.1. 4X, PHI (OW. F.1.

SAX. "ACH-*.F4. 1)I
TT-TT*1 000.
CALL PLTLINEIRTITL. -1..-. 1)
iinMlt. 1002)ALFA. F. TT

£002 FORMATIAMB. CP/f)-",F& 2,4X. *FREO. IKNZ)-. F&. 2,4X,
8"TPnS)-.Fb. 2)

IF(1DS. EQ. l)O TO 990
TWd1000. .(TN-DT)
CALL PLTLINE(TITL. -1. 2. -. 10)
WRITE(5. 1003)PAM9. DB.TW

1003 FORNATC"PAMP (PA) -*.F.43.LElEL CDb) *".F6.2.3R
S.*TAVE (MSE) -".F6.3)

Go TO 969
990 CALL PLTLZNE(TITL.-l.2.-. 10)

IIRITEIS, 1004 )PAI9, DI
1004 FORHAT4*PAP (PA)-",F.3.5X.LEVEL (D3)-",F4.2)
C
909 CALL PLTEND(0. .0.
999 STOP

END
C
C DEFINE ERTERNAL LASER PULSE
C

FUNCTION PLS(Y)
COMMON DT. RF. TT. T. x 10
T-Y*DT

999 P1.3. 141592654
A-10.0
8-5 .0
ENvLP-RIO*(A*T/TT)*EXP (-2*TT
PLS-(fSIN(AFT'2. ))0f2).ENVLP
I F IRF. EQ. 0. ) PLB-ENVLPf
RETURN
END

11. 43. 39. UCLP. AA, PTRL05. 0. i94LMs. ccEND OF LISTING C
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APPENDIX H

SIMPLIFIED ANALYSIS FOR A LASER-INDUCED MACH WAVE

The case of a thermoacoustic source moving at transonic velocity

deserves special attention because it yields very high pressurr Iransients.

In this appendix we seek an analytical expression for the pressure

waveform radiated by an MTS moving at velocity v=c/sinocos$ o towards

the receiver.

In order to simplify the analysis, it is assumed that the sound field

radiated by the transonic source is the same as the one radiated by a

stationary source excited by a short impulse of light. The reason for this

similarity lies in the fact that all the acoustic disturbances emitted by a

source moving at the speed of sound arrive nearly simultaneously at the

fixed receiver, so that the receiver sees in fact the result of an

instantaneous input of heat in the medium. This approximation, which is

valid only in the farfield so that the angle of observation between the

source and the receiver remains approximatively constant, has been

discussed in the Soviet literature.10,12 ,2 6

It has been shown (Eo. 3.4) that the acoustic pressure seen at the

receiver, is

pkt) hL(t) * ha(t) * It(t) , (HI)
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. I.

*" where the asterisk denotes a convolution and the subscript t, a time

derivative.

Assuming that the effect of moving the source at transonic velocity

is simply to shrink the effective loser pulse as seen by the receiver at the

retarded time re/c, to a very short impulse of light, we rewrite Eq. (HI) as,

p(t) - hL(t) * ha(t) * t(t-ro/c) (H2)

where S is the Dirac delta function. It has been shown in Section 111.0 that,

in the farfield, h(t) tends to behave like the time derivative of a delta

function, so that Eq. (A2) becomes

p(t) - d2 /dt 2 I ha(t) I (H3)

The acoustic pressure received at the receiver is therefore proportional to

the second time derivative of the impulse response of a cross section of the

laser beam. Assuming a Gaussian intensity distribution, we can express the

received pressure as

p(t) - (22-1) exp(-t 2 ) (H4)

where t = (ro-ct/a sin 0e). Taking the Fourier transform of Eq. (H3) gives an

estimate of the spectrum of a laser-induced Mach wave. For a Gaussian

intensity distribution, it takes the form
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Q() 2 exp( -Q2/4) ,(145) '

where Q f0  (a sinO./c) is a nondimensional frequency characteristic of

diffraction effects imposed by the finite dimension of the loser beam cross

section.

This last result is of practical importance as for as long range

propagation of thermoacoustic signals under water is concerned, because it

shows that the acoustic signal contains some low frequencies which will

pr opagate l ong di stances under water bef ore bei ng absorbed.
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APPENDIX I

DIRECTIVITY PATTERNS AND SPREADING CURVES WITH A RUBY

* LASER

In this appendix we present some experimental results that were

obtained with a ruby loser. The optical coefficient of absorption of ruby

light (optical wavelength 0.6943 gtm) in the water tank was measured to be

1.5 Np/rn (see Appendix F), so that the thermoacoustic source was fairly

long.

Figure 42 shows the directivity pattern of such a source, measured

in its vertical plane, at a radius of 4 m from the initial point of impact of

the laser beam on the surface of the water. The modulation frequency was

9.75 kHz and the source velocity was Y=0.5 c , where c is the speed of sound

in the water (1466 m/s). The experimental data on Fig. 42 is compared with

two theoretical models. The solid line in Fig. 42 represents the analytical

* expression given by Lyamshev and Sedov in reference 16. In this model,

which is valid only in the farfield, the motion of the source is taken into

account by a simple ad hoc Doppler shift of the modulation frequency. The

dashed line in Fig. 42 was obtained from the numerical model described in

Chapter IV.A. It can be noted that this model seems to predict the presence

* of sidelobes in the directivity pattern, whereas the prediction by Lyamshev

and Sedov does not show this feature. The reason for this difference is

that, contrarily to our numerical approach, their model is not valid in the
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nearfield. The farfield prediction for the tilt angle of the main lobe is about

090 , whereas the experimental result indicates a value of about 720. The

numerical model predicts a value of 820, and although it yields a better

estimate than the farfield theory, it still overestimates the tilt angle by

100.

Figure 43 reports the result of a similar experiment, the major

difference being that the source was moving at Mach I. The modulation

frequency was 19.5 kHz. Again the nearfield directivity pattern shows some

sidelobes structure and a very large tilt angle of the main lobe, most of the

acoustic radiation being radiated at 200 from the interface.

Figure 44 also shows a vertical directivity pattern, but this time the

source was moving at supersonic velocity (M=1.5). The modulation frequency

was about 29.25 kHz. The distance of observation was 9.4 m so that, in this

case, the receiver was far enough from the source to ignore nearfield

effects. Experimental results show that indeed the main acoustic lobe

narrows significantly to only a few degrees for the half-power beamwidth,

and approaches the interface between air and water. This is qualitatively

confirmed by the numerical model (program MTS) but there is an

unexplained significant quantitative difference between the predictions and

the experimental data. A possible explanation for the presence of some

irregularities in the experimental beam pattern could be the presence of

some spurious harmonics in the signal.

Experimental data for a horizontal directivity pattern are shown in

Fig. 45. The radius of observation was 2m, the modulation frequency was

9.75 kHz, and the source Mach number was 0.5. As discussed in
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Section IV.B.2, there is a strong reinforcement (more than 10 dB) of the

acoustic radiation in the direction of motion of the source.

Finally, the sound level dependence on range of observation was

determined for an MTS moving at Mach 1.5 towards the receiver. The results

are given in Fig. 46. The Doppler shifted received frequency was about 61

kHz at all ranges. The results confirm that close enough to the source, a

slope of 3 dB characteristic of cylindrical spreading can be expected. But

when the receiver is far enough from the source, the classical spherical

spreading law of 6 dB per doubling of distance dominates.

The experimental data presented in this appendix were obtained with

a "mechanical modulator" in order to achieve the modulation of the laser

beam. The optical modulation system (Pockels cell and polarizers)

described in section II.A became ineffective because one of the polarizers

was damaged. A mechanical modulator was built to replace the optical

modulation system. The mechanical modulator consists of a series of

wooden sticks placed evenly over the water sur face, along the laser beam

path, so that the laser beam could penetrate into the water only

intermittently. The thickness of the sticks was equal to the spacing

between the sticks, and this spacing was equal to the laser beam diameter

on the surface of the water. This modulation system turned out to be very

effective, although the modulation frequency was dictated by the laser

beam scanning velocity. The relationship between the modulation frequency

and the source velocity was, in our design, given by fo = 19.5 M , where M is

the source Mach number and where f. is expressed in kHz.
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